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ABSTRACT 
The technique of simul taneous observation of elec trochemical and 
spectroscopic properties ( spec troe lectrochemistry) at optical ly 
transparent elec trodes (OTE's ) has been app lied to the generation and 
charac terizat ion of some less stable oxidat ion states of selected 
lanthanide and ac tinide elements ( Ce ,  Pr, Sm , Eu, Tb, Yb, U, Np, Am, 
and Cm) in complexing and noncomplexing aqueous so lutions . Optically 
transparent electrodes used in this study inc luded re ticulated 
vitreous carbon ( RVC) and metal screen OTE ' s  and a new OTE made from 
porous metal foam (PMF) . 
Cyc lic vol tammetry at mic roe lectrodes was used in conj unc tion 
with spectroe lec trochemis try for the study of oxidat ion-reduct ion 
( redox) coupl es . In some cases add itional analytical techniques were 
app l ied for identification of elec trochemica lly generated oxidation 
s tate spec ies ; these inc luded solution absorption, so lid-s tate 
reflec tance, and laser Raman spec troscopies ,  X-ray powder diffraction 
and thermogravimetric-mass  spectral analyses ,  radiochemical 
measurements, and spectrophotometric and potent iometric redox 
titrimetry. 
The formal reduc tion potential (E 0 ' )  values  of the M( I II ) /M( II)  
redox couples in 1 M KCl at pH 6 were found by vol tammetry to be -0.34 
� 0.0 1 V for Eu, -1. 18 + 0.01 V for Yb, and - 1.50 + 0.0 1 V for Sm. 
Spec tropotentiostatic determination of E0 ' for the Eu ( I I I ) /Eu( II )  
redox couple yie lded a value o f  -0.39 1 � 0.005 V .  
Spectropo tent iostatic measurement o f  the Ce( IV)/Ce ( III)  redox couple 
in concentrated carbonate solution gave E0 1 equal to 0.05 1 � 0.005 V ,  
v 
vi 
which is about 1 . 7  V less pos itive than the E01 value in noncomplexing 
solution.  This same difference in potential was observed for the E 01 
values of the Pr ( IV) /Pr( III)  and Tb( IV) /Tb( III)  redox couples  in 
carbonate solution , and thus Pr( IV) and Tb( IV) were stabi lized in this 
medium. The so lution absorpt ion spec tra and redox properties of these 
aqueous spec ies are reported . A so l id Tb( IV)-containing compound was 
also prepared at an RVC electrode in carbonate so lution. 
The U (VI ) /U (V) /U( IV) and U ( IV) /U ( I II )  redox couples were studied 
in 1 M  KCl at OTE ' s . 237Np , 243Am , and 248cm were studied in 
containment gloved box facilities . Spec tropotentiostatic measurement 
of the Np(VI ) /Np(V)  redox couple in 1 M  HC l04 gave an E0 ' value of 
1 . 140 + 0 . 005 V. Np( VII)  was generated by elec trolysis of  Np(VI) in 
2 M Na2C03 at pH 13 , and the solution absorption and laser Raman spec tra 
were recorded , and an E01  value of 0 . 46 + 0 . 0 1  V for the Np( VII ) /Np(VI) 
coupl e was found by vo l tammetry. 
Oxidat ion of  Am( I II)  was studied in concentrated carbonate 
solut ion , and a reversib le cyc l ic vol tammogram for the Am( IV) /Am( III)  
coupl e yie lded E 0 1 = 0 . 92 � 0 . 0 1  V in  this med ium; this value was used 
to est imate the standard reduc tion potent ia l (E 0 )  of the couple as 
2 . 62 + 0 . 0 1  V .  The so lution absorption spectrum and redox behavior of 
Am( IV) we re compared to those of Am(V) and Am( VI) in this same medium. 
At tempts to oxidize Cm( III)  in concentrated carbonate solution 
were not success ful which suggests that the pred ic ted E0  value for the 
Cm( IV) /Cm( I I I )  redox coupl e  may be in error . 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A .  Background 
The £-trans ition series elements , the lanthanides and 
act inides , const itute nearly 28% of the known chemical  elements . 
Although some of these elements have been known for more than two 
hundred years , l it has only been recently,  s ince the discovery of 
nuc lear fi s s ion , that the man-made transuranium elements have been 
synthesized.  
The deve lopment of nuc lear technology has stimul ated cons iderab le 
interes t  in the study of the lanthanide and actinide elements . The 
lanthanides are the maj or fiss ion products  produced in a nuc lear 
reactor and , as ide from their important industrial appl icat ions , the 
lanthanide elements exhibit the only truly analogous chemica l  behavior 
to that of the transuranium elements . A thorough understanding of 
lanthanide chemis try can provide valuable information concerning the 
chemical behavior of  the heaviest  ac tinides for which bulk-phase 
s tudies are not pos sible . The ac tinides inc lude three natural ly 
occurring elements : thorium ,  protactinium , and uranium . The 
remaining members of the serie s ,  the transuranium elements ,  are 
synthesized as a re sul t  of neutron-capture processes in a nuc lear 
reac tor or as a resul t of high-energy partic le bombardment in an 
accelerator . A thorough knowledge of the basic physicochemical  
1 
2 
properties of the transuranium elements is essent ial in view of  the 
ever-increas ing dependence on nuc lear power for energy needs . 
Addit iona l l y ,  the lanthanides and ac t inides are unique in the periodic 
c lassificat ion of the elements since they are the only elements wh ich 
exhibit £-e lectron chemical behavior . 
The chemical behavior of any element depends , to a great extent , 
upon the oxidation states exhibited by that element and upon their 
relative stabi lities . The electrochemical  reduct ion potential , 
usua lly expressed in volts , is a thermodynamic measurement of the 
relative stabi lit ies of oxidation state spec ies . The reduct ion 
potential is direct ly measurab le in many cases by us ing conventional 
e lectrochemical analysis techniques such as potentiometry or 
voltammetry .  Furthermore , wi th voltammetric techniques , it is 
pos s ib le to oxid ize and/or reduce spec ies to generate new ( di fferent) 
oxidation states in a convenient , reproduc ib le manner simply by 
applying the proper elec trochemical  potential to a sys tem . The 
control of  an oxidat ion-reduc tion ( redox) process by elec trochemical 
means can be much more prec ise than is poss ib le by us ing chemical  
reagent s . 2 
With conventional electrochemical  techniques , the ident ity of the 
"produc t" oxidat ion state is determined by the known va lue o f  the 
reduc tion po tential of the redox couple , or by determining the 
e lectron stoichiometry. Both methods are adequate for sys tems 
exhibiting electrochemica l reversibility under the conditions of  the 
experiment . Oftentimes the systems are not rever s ible , or the 
reduc tion po tential is not known for a particular redox couple under 
certain condit ions ; addit ional charac terizat ion techniques are 
required in these cases . 
3 
Absorpt ion spectroscopy has often been used in conj unc tion wi th 
elec trochemical  methods for unequivocal  identi fication of  electro­
generated produc ts . However ,  the simul taneous appl ication of 
s pec troscopic and elec trochemical techniques ,  cal led spectroe lectro­
chemis try , 3 provides a much more powerful and versatile analyt ical 
too l .  
B .  Proposed Research 
A formal reduc t ion potential can be al tered by the degree of  
compl exat ion of  the oxid ized and/or reduced species o f  a redox couple .  
A complexing ligand wh ich preferentially complexes one o f  the 
oxidat ion states over the other can sub s tantially change the value of  
the reduc tion po tential . An oxidat ion state wh ich is unstable in  a 
non-compl exing aqueous solution can be stabi lized by complexation . 
The objective o f  th is research was to de termine the access ibility of 
some unusual or unknown oxidation states of the transuranium elements 
by spec troe lectrochemical investigat ion of compl exing aqueous 
s olutions as a means to generate and charac terize some less  s tab le 
oxidat ion states of selected lanthanide and ac t inide elements . 
Because of  the inherent s impl icity and sensitiv i ty of the 
technique and the advantage of us ing small sample volumes (usual ly 
less than one mL) ,  spectroe lectrochemis try is we l l  suited to the 
e lectrochemical generat ion and spec troscopic characterizat ion of  
less stab le oxidat ion states o f  the lanthanide and ac t inide elements . 
The technique is particul arly we l l  suited to the study of the 
transplutonium e lements since many of these are availab le only  in 
limi ted quant itie s .  
4 
Due to the highly  radioactive nature and limited availability of 
the heavier ac tinides , experiments were per formed us ing the 
nonradioactive lanthanides and less rad ioac tive lighter ac t inides as 
sub s titutes for the transplutonium element s .  The purpose of  these 
exper�ents was to verify the proper operat ion of  the instrumentation 
and to determine the correc t exper�ental approach wi thout  
jeopardizing the fate of the l imited amounts of  transplutonium 
materials . Once these experiments were completed , the experiments 
using the transplutonium e lements were per formed in a gloved box 
fac i li ty .  
c .  Spectroe lectrochemis try 
Here the reader is provided with a brie f description and review of 
the techniques of spectroelectrochemistry with emphasis  p laced on the 
appl icat ions pert inent to th is work . For more detai led and 
comprehensive treatment s ,  the interes ted reader is directed to the 
many excel lent  journal ar ticles and monographs on the 
subjec t .4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8  
1 .  Description 
The unique combinat ion of spectroscopic and electrochemical 
techniques has proven to be an effective approach to the study  of 
oxidat ion-reduc tion react ions . Oxidation states are changed 
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elec trochemically by the addit ion or removal of e lectrons at an 
e lectrode surface . Spec troscopic measurements of the solution near 
the electrode surface are made simul taneously  with the electrochemical 
generat ion process . Spectroelectrochemical  techniques provide a 
convenient method for ob taining spectra and redox po tentials  and for 
inves t igat ing sub sequent chemical  reac tions of e lectrogenerated 
produc ts .6 
Many different optical methods have been coupl ed with 
e lec trochemis try but the most  frequently used technique is that of  
absorpt ion spec troscopy in  the ultraviolet-vis ib le-near infrared 
spectral region . Of the three methods of absorption spectroscopy 
coupl ed wi th electrochemistry , transmiss ion spectroscopy , specular 
reflectance spectroscopy , 9 and internal re flectance spect roscopy , lO , l l  
the method of  transmiss ion spectroscopy i s  the mos t  simple and 
convenient method . This method involves the passage of an optical beam 
d irec tly  through an optically transparent electrode (OTE ) and the 
adjacent solution . 3 , 4 , 5 , 12 Two dist inctly different configurations  of 
opt ically  transparent elec trochemical  ce l l s  are commonly used in 
conj unction with transmiss ion spec troscopy . The first  configuration is 
s imilar to a conventional electrochemical  cel l  in that the electrode is 
in contact  wi th a solution tha t  is much thicker than the diffusion layer 
at the electrode surface . In contras t ,  the second type of cel l  
configurat ion , the op tically transparent th in layer electrode (OTTLE) 
cel l  confines a thin layer ( <0 . 2  mm) immed iatel y  adjacent to the 
e lectrode surface . 4 , 6  The advantage of this  type of  ce l l  arrangement 
is  that al l the e l ectroac tive species wi thin the th in layer can be 
6 
rapid ly elec trolyzed and thus equilibrium for the redox reac tion can 
be quickly achieved ( typical ly 20 to 120 sec ) . 6 
2 .  Theory 
An electrochemical  react ion can be represented by the fo llowing 
Ox +  ne- ::t Red , ( 1 ) 
where an oxidized species ,  Ox, combines with n number of  e lectrons , e- , 
to form a reduced spec ies , Red .  The elec trochemical potential produced 
by the reac tion is re lated to the ra tio of the ac tivities of the 
oxid ized and reduc ed spec ies in the Nernst equation 
a 
E ; Eo + RT l n  ox 'iiY 8red (2 )  
where E is the appl ied potentia l ; E0 i s  the standard potential for the 
spec ific redox reaction ; R, the gas constan t ;  T ,  the absolute 
temperature ; n ,  the number of e lec trons exchanged ; F ,  the Faraday ; and 
a0x and ared , the ac tivities of the oxid ized and reduced species ,  
respectively. Under most  experimental conditions , the temperature is 
room temperature (25°C) and the ac tivity coeffic ients of the oxid ized 
and reduced spec ies are assumed to be unity. Thus a simpl i fied form 
o f  the Nerns t equat ion can be written 
E = Eo
' + 0 . 059 log [ Ox ]  
n [ Red) 
where [Ox) and [ Red) indicate the molar concentrat ions of Ox and Red , 
respec tive ly and E0
' 
is the formal reduction potentia l . 
( 3 ) 
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With the use of an OTE the concentrations of  Ox and Red can be 
determined spectrophotometrically by Beer ' s  law 
A = EbC, (4) 
where A is the absorbance of Ox or Red ; E,  the molar absorptivity of  Ox 
or Red ; b ,  the path length of the OTE cell ; and C ,  the molar 
concentrat ion of  Ox or Red . Combination of  the Nerns t  equation (3 ) and 
Beer ' s  law (4) resul t s  in an expres s ion which relates the appl ied 
potential to the ratio of concentrat ions of Ox and Red expressed in 
terms of spectra l parameters 
o '  E = E 
A /E  
+ 0.059 l ( OX OX ) og A /E  ' n red red 
where Eox and Ered are the mo lar absorptivitie s  of the oxidized and 
reduc ed species ,  respec tively.  Equation 5 can be used as shown to 
determine the E0 and n-va lues of redox couples . 
DeAngelis  and Heineman13 presented a more convenient form of 
( 5 )  
equation 5 .  These authors se lected a wavelength where only the oxidized 
spec ies , for example ,  absorbed . The absorbance at this wave length was 
recorded at po tent ials corresponding to ful ly reduc ed condit ions (At ) ,  
partia lly oxidized condit ions (A2) ,  and ful ly oxid ized conditions (A3) •  
Under ful ly oxidized condit ions , where the electroactive species is 
all  in its oxidized form ,  the fo l lowing ho lds 
( 6 )  
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where Ct is  the total concentration of elec troact ive species . The 
concentrat ion of the oxid ized spec ies at a po tential corresponding to 
partia l ly oxid ized condit ions is 
[Ox] = ( 7 ) 
Therefore , the concentrat ion of the reduced species at a po tential 
corresponding to partially oxid ized conditions is the difference 
between the total concentrat ion of electroactive species and the 
concentrat ion of the oxid ized species , i . e . ,  
[ Red] 
The ratio of concentrations of the oxid ized species and the reduced 
spec ies is expressed as 
[Ox] -- = 
[ Red] 
(A2 - Al) / ( Eoxb) 
(A3 - Az) / ( Eoxb) 
Substitution of  Equation 9 into Equation 3 result s  in 
E =Eo ' + 0.059 
(A2 - Al) 
n log (A - A ) • 3 2 
( 8 )  
( 9 )  
( 10 ) 
Experimenta l ly ,  the absorpt ion of the oxid ized species is measured at 
the se lected wavelength at equilibrium at var ious appl ied potent ial 
values . A plot of the appl ied potential , E, versus log (A2-Al ) / (A3-A2 ) 
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for a reversible reaction yields a straight line wi th slope equal to 
0 . 05 9/n and intercept equa l to the formal reduc tion potential , E0 1 • 
This approach eliminates the need to know the molar absorptivity of 
the absorbing spec ies , the path length of the cel l  or the total 
concentrat ion of the electroac tive spec ies . 
The above description outlines the theory of the spec tro­
potentiostatic technique for the determinat ion of spec tra , reduc tion 
potentials , and n-values for redox couples . Descriptions of other 
related spec troelectrochemical techniques can be found 
elsewhere . 4 , 12 , 14 , 15 , 16 
3 . Literature Review 
a .  Opt ica l ly transparent electrodes . In 1964 the use of  an OTE 
for in situ spec tral observat ion of an electrogenerated produc t was 
firs t demons trated by Kuwana � �. 3 . The OTE was a glass surface 
which had been coated with a thin transparent fi lm of antimony-doped 
tin oxide (Nesa glas s )  which was used for both transmiss ion and 
internal re flec tance spec troscopies .  A varie ty of thin conduc ting fi lms 
deposited on transparent substrates for use as OTE ' s  has been reported 
since then , inc lud ing meta l fi lms such as platinuml7 , 18 and 
gol d , l8 , 19 and semi-conduc tors such as tin oxide , l l , l9 indium 
oxide ,4 carbon film20 ( on quartz or germanium substrates for infrared 
studies ) , 2 1 and pyrolytic carbon . 22 These thin fi lm OTE ' s  are 
transparent due to the thinness of the metal , metal oxide , or 
semi-conduc tor fi lm, but they do exhibit spectral characteris tics of  
the fi lm material .  
In 19 67 Murray � .!!_. 23 introduced the gold "minigrid" optical ly 
transparent e lec trode in a thin layer configurat ion (OTTLE ) . The 
minigrid cons ists  of  a metal (gold , 23 nicke l , 6 s i lver ,6 
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plat inum, 24 e tc.) grid with from 100 to  2000 wires per inch. The 
transparency of the minigrid electrode ( 20-80% ) is accounted for by the 
physical holes in the minigrid struc ture , and there fore the spectral 
window of these elec trodes it not l imited by the spec tral properties of 
the construc tion material. 
Mercury transparent electrodes have been prepared by elec tro­
deposition of thin Hg fi lms on a plat inum-film OTE25 and carbon- film 
OTE , 20 as  wel l  as on si lver2 6  and nicke l2 7  minigrids.  The mercury 
imparts some of its excel lent negative potential range charac teristics 
to the sub s trate OTE wi thout serious ly affec ting the transparency of 
the electrode. 
In 19 7 7  Norve l l  and Mamantov28 reported the deve lopment of  an OTE 
made from a novel elec trode material , reticulated vitreous carbon ( RVC) . 
The RVC-OTE wa s  quite different from any previous spec troe lectrochemical  
cel l in tha t  the ce l l  configurat ion more nearly resemb led the th ick 
(0.8-1.2 mm) convent iona l OTE , but it exhib ited the spec ial 
characterist ics of an OTTLE. This was achieved by the unique struc ture 
o f  the RVC electrode material , composed of glassy carbon struts in a 
three-dUnensional network. The porous nature and large surface- to-volume 
rat io of the e lectrode al lows the RVC-OTE to behave like a th in layer 
cell  in that  elec trochemica l  equilibrium is rapid ly achieved , because 
each electroact ive spec ies has a re latively short diffus ion pa th to the 
electrode surface. In addition , the electrical  conduc tivity and 
transparency ( 13-45%)  of the RVC-OTE are quite reasonable. 
b. Appl ications. Spec troe lectrochemical techniques  have been 
appl ied to the spec tral identi fication of electrogenerated produc ts  such 
as Mu-pyrazinedecaaminediruthenium ( I I , III) complexes , 29 n inhydrin , 30 
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l ithium complexes of 1-hydroxy-9, 10-anthraquinone (HOAQ ) , 3 1 vitamin 
B- lz, 24 1, 8-d ihydroxyanthraquinone and anthraquinone anion radicals , 32 
iron ( I I , III)  ac etylacetonate, 33 his-hydroxy methyl ferrocene, l9 
o-tol idine , l3, 28 permanganate ion28 and green plant photosys tem r. 34 
The spec tropotentiostatic technique for the measurement of spec tra , redox 
potent ials , and n-va lues has been applied to the study of various 
metal complexes and biological components . 13 , 24, 32, 3 5, 3 6, 3 7 Additional 
references can be found in a recent review by He ineman and 
Kiss inger. 38 
c .  Related technique s .  Wh i le many workers have monitored elec tro­
chemical generation via spectrophotometry , 39 , 40 , 4 1 ,42 only one report 
of simultaneous spectroe lectrochemis try of ac tinide materials had 
appeared in the li terature prior to the work of this author . Young, 
Mamantov, and Whi t ing43 reported the elec trochemical  generat ion of  
uranium( III )  at a microelectrode in mol ten LiF-BeF2-ZrF4 located in 
the opt ical  path of a spectrophotometer . 
D .  The Lanthanide and Ac tinide Elements 
1 .  E lectronic S tructure 
The lanthanides are the fourteen elements fo llowing lanthanum in 
the Pe riodic Tab le in which the fourteen 4 f  elec trons are 
consecutive ly added to the lanthanum configurat ion . These electrons 
are added to elec tron orbitals which are lower in energy than the 
valence orbitals of lanthanum. Thus the 4 f  electrons occupy inner 
shielded orbitals which makes them, for the most  part,  unavai lable for 
chemical interac tions . This accounts for the remarkable similarity in 
the chemical behavior among the individual members of the lanthanide 
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ser ies .  The e lectronic configurat ions o f  lanthanide atoms and ions 
are lis ted in Tab le I .  
In the actinide series the four teen S f  electrons are consecutive ly 
added to the act inium configurat ion . The elec tronic configurations of  
act inide atoms and ions are summarized in Tab le II .  Comparison of 
these configurations with those of  the lanthanides shows an overal l  
similarity with the exception that the lighter ac tinides ( thorium to 
americium) show an enhanced tendency to retain d elec trons . The 
heavier ac tinides ( curium to lawrenc ium) show a tendency to retain f 
e lectrons rather than d electrons , more paral leling the behavior of 
the maj ority of the lanthanides . The result is a greater tendency of 
the ligh ter ac tinides to supply bonding electrons , and thus a greater 
tendency to exh ibit higher oxidat ion states . 44 The heavier ac tinides 
resemb le the lanthanides in their oxidation state behavior .4 5  
2 .  Oxidation States  
A direc t correlation between oxidat ion state and elect ronic 
configuration is the exception rather than the rul e  in the lanthanide 
ser ie s . 44 The e lectron configuration of 4fn6s2 is  the characteris tic 
one for mos t  of the lanthanide atom ground states ( s ee Tab le I ) . 
There fore , the divalent state should be accessib le for al l of the 
lanthanides wi th the loss of the two 6s elec trons . This is not the 
s ituat ion , however ,  s ince the tr ivalent state is the mos t  common 
oxidat ion state for these elements . The loss of the two 6s electrons 
is usua l ly accompanied by one 4 f  electron , if a 5d electron is not 
ava i lable . 
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TABLE I 
ELECTRONIC CONFIGURATIONS OF LANTHANIDE ATOMS AND IONS1 , 2 
Atomic Name Symbol E lectronic Configuration 
number Atom M(II )  M( III)  M( IV) 
58 Cerium Ce 4fl sd l6s 2 4f2 4f l 4f0 
59 Praseodymium Pr 4f3 6s 2 4f3 4f2 4fl 
60 Neodymium Nd 4£4 6s 2 4£4 4f3 4f2 
61  Promethium Pm 4f5 6s
2 4f4 
62 Samarium Sm 4£6 6s 2 4f6 4f5 
63 Europium Eu 4£7 6s 2 4f7 4f6 
64 Gadolinium Gd 4f7sd l6s 2 4f75dl 4f7 
65 Terbium Tb 4£9 6s 2 4f9 4£8 4f7 
66 Dysprosium Dy 4£10 6s 2 4£10 4£9 4f8 
67  Ho lmium Ho 4f l l  6s 2 4fl l  4£10 
68 Erbium Er 4fl2 6s 2 4f12 4fl l  
69 Thulium Tm 4fl3 6s 2 4fl3 4f l 2  
70 yt terbium Yb 4£14 6s 2 4£14 4£1 3  
71 Lutet ium Lu 4fl4sd l6s 2 4£14 
l an ly the va lence-she l l  electrons , that is , those out s ide the [ Xe] core , 
are given . 
2A dash indicates that th is oxidation state is not known . 
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TABLE II 
ELECTRONIC CONFIGURATIONS OF ACTINIDE ATOMS AND IONsl , 2  
Atomic Name Symbol E lectronic Confisuration 
number Atom M ( I I )  M (III )  M ( IV )  M(V ) 
90 Thorium Th 5f06d27s 2 5 f0 
9 1  Protact inium Pa S f26dl7s2 sf l 5f0 
9 2  Uranium u Sf36dl 7s2 5 f3 Sf2 sfl 
93 Neptunium Np 5f46dl7 s2 5 f4 5f3 5 f2 
94 Plutonium Pu 5f6 7s 2 5f5 5f4 5 f3 
95 Americ ium Am Sf7 7s 2 5 f7 5 f6 5f5 5 f4 
96 Cur ium Cm Sf76d l7s 2 S f7 5 f6 
97  Berke l ium Bk Sf9 7s 2 5f8 Sf 7 
98 Ca li fornium Cf SflO 7s2 S flO 5f9 5f8 
99  Einsteinium Es Sfl l  7s 2 Sf l l  SflO 
100 Fermium Fm Sfl2 7s 2 5fl2 S fl l  
10 1 Mende levium Md 5fl3 7s 2 5 f l3 5 fl2  
102 Nobel ium No S fl4 7s2 S fl4 5 fl3 
103 Lawrenc ium Lr Sfl46dl7s 2 5 fl4 
l0n 1y the va lence-she l l  electrons , that  is , those outs ide the [ Rn] 
core , are given.  
M(VI) 
5f0 
S fl 
5f2 
5f3 
2A b lank space indicates that this oxidation state is not known or the 
conf iguration for th is oxidation state is not known . 
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The M( III )  s tate is the most  stable one for the lanthanides in 
aqueous solution due to a fortuitous combination of  ionizat ion and 
hydrat ion energies rather than a particular electronic configurat ion.44 
In the so lid state the ionizat ion energy is coupled to the latt ice or 
crystal  energy , and again the tr ivalent state is general ly the mos t  
s table. 
To a certain extent , the occurrence of oxidation states other 
than M( III)  for the lanthanides can be corre lated with their 
elec tronic struc tures and ioniza tion potent ials . As is the case wi th 
the d-e lectron trans ition meta ls , there is a certain stability 
associated wi th an empty , half-fil led , or fi l led shel l .  The 
s igni ficance of  th is s tabi l ity is evidenced by the exis tence of  M( I I )  
and M( IV) oxidation states of  some lanthanides. The oxidat ion states 
of the lanthanide elements are summarized in Table I II. The states 
indicated in this table are known to occur in the bulk phase , and 
although additional oxidation states have been reported , such as 
inc lus ions of divalent lanthanides in hos t  latt ices , they are not 
cons idered in this list ing.l ,44 , 45 
The ac tinide elements exhibit a greater varie ty o f  oxidation states 
than do the lanthanides. The presently known oxidation states of  the 
act inide elements are presented in Table IV. Only  oxidation states 
which are known in bulk phases are shown. In general ,  the l ighter 
act inides (Th-Am) show an increased stability for higher oxida tion 
s tates wi th increas ing atomic number , whereas there is a decrease 
in the stability of higher oxidation states and an increase in the 
s tabi lity of lower  ones in the second ha lf  of the series. As is the 
TABLE II I 
OXIDATION STATES OF THE LANTHANIDE ELEMENTsl , 2  
Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb nx Ho Er Tm 
( 2 )  2 2 ( 2 )  ( 2 )  
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
- -
4 (4 )  ( 4 )  (4 ) (4)  
-
!Parentheses indic ate so l id state on ly or no t wel l  character ized . 
2underlined numbers indicate most  stab le oxidat ion state . 
Yb 
2 
3 
Lu 
3 
..... 
Q\ 
Th 
( 3) 
4 
TABLE IV 
OXIDATION STATES OF THE ACTINIDE ELEMENTsl , 2 
Pa  u Np Pu Am Cm B k  Cf  Es  Fm Md 
( 2 )  2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
5 5 5 5 5 
6 6 6 6 
7 7 ( 7 ) 
!Parentheses indicate so lid state onl y  or not wel l  characterized . 
2underl ined numbers ind icate mos t stable  oxidation state . 
No 
2 
3 
Lr 
3 
1-' ....... 
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case for the lanthanides , the trivalent state is general ly the mos t  
stab le one for the transplutonium element s .  
Here again , there i s  a pronounced preference in the known act inide 
oxidation states  for the fO , f7 , and fl4 electronic configurations . 
However ,  stabi l ity of  a given oxidat ion state is less closely  rel ated 
to electronic configurat ion than to ionizat ion energy , hydrat ion 
energy , and latt ice energy.44 
The more extensive spa tial projec tion of the 5 f  orbita ls , over 
that of the 4 f  orbita ls , into the outer or va lence regions of  the 
act inide atoms somewhat reduces the sh ielding of these electrons , so 
their binding energy is les s ,  and thus , in general , the ac t inides 
exhibit a greater variety of observed oxidation states than do the 
l anthanides . 44 
a .  The Monovalent S tate .  In 19 73 , Mikheev � !1·46 reported the 
exis tence of a stab le monovalent , ces ium-l ike ion of mende levium based 
on the resul t s  of co-crys tal l izat ion experiments . This was the firs t 
report of any monovalent ac tinide or lanthanide ion in the bulk  phase . 
The existence of Md ( I )  was attributed to the stabilization provided by 
i ts expected 5 fl4 e lec tronic configurat ion . Later experiments by 
Hul e t  et a l . 47 to reproduce the co-crys tal lization resul t s  were 
unsuccess ful , and these authors conc luded tha t  the original claim of 
the exis tence of monovalent mendelevium was unsubs tantiated . This 
conclusion was a lso supported by the resul ts  of additional experiments 
by Samhoun � �.48 a t  Oak Ridge , Tennessee ( in wh ich this author 
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partic ipated ) and by David ��.49 at Berke ley , Cal i fornia , us ing the 
techniques of radiopolarography50 and radiocoulometry . 5 1  
b .  The Divalent S tate . The M( II)  s tate is we l l-established for 
the lanthanides Sm, Eu , and Yb in both solutions and in the so l id state . 
Tm( II)  and Nd ( II )  are not wel l  investigated . Eu( II ) exhibits a 
4 f7 (hal f-fil led she l l )  configurat ion and Yb( II ) , the 4 fl4 ( fi l led 
she l l )  configurat ion . However , the s tabi l ity of  Sm( I I ) , wi th a 
4f6 configuration , cannot be explained by elec tronic configuration 
alone . 52 The ions of divalent Sm and Yb are uns table in water and 
are oxidized by air , but Eu ( II )  is quite stable in aqueous solution . 
The act inide elements  californium to nobel ium are known to exist  in 
the divalent state in aqueous solution .  Al though the trivalent state is 
generally the most  stable for the heavier ac tinides in solution , the 
most stable state of nobelium (homolog of  Yb ) is No( I I ) . 53 Compounds 
o f  the heavier haltdes of  Am( II ) have been repor ted . 54 , 55 Am( I I )  and 
Th( II )  may also exist  in fused chloride mel ts . 56 The ins tability of  
Am( I I )  in  aqueous solution is surprising , since it is  the homolog of  
Eu and exhibits  the S f7 configurat ion ; however ,  stabil ity of  an 
oxidation state is not based on elec tronic configuration alone . The 
behavior of the divalent lanthanides and ac tinides resembles  that of 
the alkal ine earth elements . 
c .  The Triva lent S tate . The M( III)  state is the characteristic 
oxidation state for al l of the lanthanides and is the mos t  stable in 
aqueous solut ion . Gd and Lu form the M( III)  ions because of the 
a ttainment of the stable 4 f7 and 4fl4 configurations , respect ively.  
The trivalent state is  wel l  known for al l of  the act inides with 
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the exception of protac tinium. On ly Pal3 is known , wh ich is a 
b lack-co lored compound , exhibi ting the Cel3 s truc ture , that might be 
more proper ly described as Pa ( IV) (I-)3 {e-) . 5 7  The M( III)  s tate is 
general l y  the mos t  stab le one for the ac tinides with the exception of 
No. Of  the tr iva lent actinides , U(III )  is the most  readily oxidized 
by air or wa ter .45 
d .  The Tetravalent S tate . Cerium( IV) is the only te travalent 
lanthanide spec ies suffic iently stable to exist  in aqueous solution as 
well  as in the so lid state . 52 In aqueous so lut ion Ce ( IV) is  a powerful 
oxidizing agent , and its chemistry resembles that  of  Zr , Hf , and the 
tetravalent ac tinides . The stability of Ce ( IV) can be at tributed 
to the attainment of the 4 f0 ( noble gas )  configurat ion . 
Pr ( IV) is known to exist  in only a few so l id compounds inc lud ing 
the halides and the black nons toichiometric oxides . The oxide sys tem 
is  complex with stable  phases (containing mixed-valence Pr) with 
formulas between Pr203 and the true dioxide . Tb ( IV) resemb les Pr ( IV) 
in that nons toichiometric compounds are known such as Tb407 and 
Tb7012 • Both Pr ( IV) and Tb ( IV) oxidize water , so no stab le aqueous 
solut ions of the se ions are known . 52 
There is some evidence for Nd ( IV) and Dy( IV) in the fluorination 
produc ts  of lanthanide/ alkali  meta l mixed sal t s . Such compounds as 
Cs3NdF7 and Cs3DyF7 can be formed to a limited extent . 5 8 , 5 9  Nd( IV) 
has been reported as being stable when incorporated into barium 
oxide-based hos t  lattice s . 60 
The ac tinides thorium to ca lifornium are known in the tetravalent 
s tate . Am( IV) is uns tab le in most  mineral ac id solutions . However , 
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Am( IV) can b e  stabilized in strongly complexing aqueous 
solutions . 61 , 62 , 63 Cm( IV)  has not been prepared by oxidat ion of any 
solut ion of Cm(III) , but rather by dissolut ion of CmF4 in concentrated 
aqueous CsF solution . 64 Tetravalent plutonium,  like amer icium , tends 
to disproportionate rapidly in aqueous solution in the absence of  
compl exing agents . Bk( IV) resemb les Ce ( IV)  in  its chemical behavior 
and stabil ity in aqueous solut ions . The tetravalent ac t inides form 
the strongest  compl exes and chelates in the lanthanide-ac tinide group 
of elements . Numerous compounds of tetravalent ac tinides are known , 
the mos t  common being the dioxides and tetrahal ide s . 53 
e .  The Pentavalent S tate .  This oxidation state is known for the 
actinides from protac tinium to americ ium. Pentavalent uranium , 
neptunium , plutonium ,  and americium are known to exist  as the 
d ioxo-cations , M02+ , with two short covalent metal to oxygen bonds . 
Pa (V) , on the other hand , does not form such a complex cat ion and 
exists  in solution as the simple hydrated spec ies .  However , at Pa( V )  
concentrations greater than lo-6 M ,  protact inium forms dimers and 
polymers wh ich necessari l y  compl icate any experimental work wi th this  
spec ies . 65  Pa (V)  is  the most  stable form of  protact inium. 
The chemistry of the dioxo-cations , M02+ (M = U,  Np , Pu , and Am) , 
resemb les that  of  divalent Cd , Ca , or Zn . Uranium(V )  i s  uns tab le in 
aqueous solution and disproportionate& rapid ly unl ess spec i fic 
condit ions are maintained , inc lud ing a pH of between 2 . 0  and 4 . 0 .  
Attempts to reduce uranium( VI) t o  uranium( V)  usually  resul t in the 
immediate format ion of  U ( IV) and U(VI ) , unless adj us tments are made to 
s low the disproportionat ion rate . 66 Pentavalent uranium is stable in 
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hydrofluoric ac id solutions a s  the UF6- ion . Pu02+ and , t o  a lesser 
extent , Amo2+ are also uns tab le to disproportionation . Many sol id 
compounds of  these pentavalent elements are known wh ich do not contain 
the dioxo-cat ion struc ture , inc luding UF5 , NpOF3 , and some tri-oxy 
compounds like Liuo3 . 53 
f .  The Hexavalent S tate .  The elements uranium to amer icium have 
been shown to exist  in thi s  oxidation state . In aqueous solut ion and 
in mos t  compounds ,  the dioxo-cations are present as M022+. uo22+ is  
the mos t  stable form of uranium in aqueous solution . The stabil i ty of 
the hexavalent actinides decreases from uo22+ , with the 5 f0 
c onf igurat ion , to Amo22+ , with the 5 f3 configurat ion . Many solid 
compounds are known where the dioxo-cation structure is absent , such 
as Li6Amo6 , Pb3uo6 , uo3 , UF6 , and PuF6 . S
3 
g .  The Heptava lent S tate .  Russian chemis ts , in 1967 /68 , reported 
the existence of heptavalent neptunium and plutonium. Krot and Ge lman67 
reported that ozone oxidation of a Npo22+ sol id suspens ion in alka l i  
solution resulted in the gradual dissolution o f  the sol id and the 
format ion of  a dark green solut ion of  Np( VII ) .  Pu(VI I )  can be 
prepared in a similar manner . In alka l i  solution Np (VII)  seems to be 
reasonably stable and corresponds to the S fO configurat ion , whereas 
Pu(VII ) is uns table even in alka l i  and is reduced by water . These 
heptavalent spec ies , of the form Np05
3- and Puos3- , can form sol id 
compounds from solution . 53 
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Am(VII ) is prepared by ozone oxidation of  Amo22+ in alka l i  at 0 to 
7 ° C .  Evidence was presented by the Russ ian sc ientists that  Am(VII )  was 
indeed the species formed and that it was quite unstable . 68 
3 . Oxidation-Reduc t ion Potentials  
The re lative stabil it ies of the lan thanide and ac tinide oxidation 
s tate species are reflected in the values of the reduct ion potentials 
for their redox couples . Useful correlat ions of standard reduc tion 
potentials for the lanthanide and act inide M(II I ) /M ( II )  and 
M ( IV) /M( III)  couples were pub lished by Nugent � �. 69 These reduc tion 
potentials were derived from (a )  direc t electrode potential 
measurements reported in the literature , ( b )  linear plots of 
e lectron- transfer absorption bands and f-d absorpt ion bands versus 
potential for the various redox couples ; and ( c )  from theoret ical 
calculations based on J�rgensen•s70 refined-electron-spin-pairing­
energy theory. These values are displ ayed graphica l l y  in Figures 1 
and 2 .  The mos t  striking feature of these figures is the 
d iscontinuity Which occurs in the standard reduc tion potential as the 
hal f- fi l led f-she l l  is attained for the configurat ion of the reduced 
s pec ies [ Eu( I I )  and Am( I I )  in Figure 1 and Gd( II I )  and Cm( III)  in Fig . 
2] .  This  shows evidence of the spec ial stabil ity provided by the 
f7 elec tronic configuration . 
These diagrams are particularly use ful for correlating the 
s tabil itie s  of species in aqueous solution . For example , Yb ( II )  is not 
s tab le in aqueous solution ; it is rapid ly oxidized by water . There fore 
the point in Figure 1 tha t  corresponds to the Yb ( II I ) /Yb ( II )  couple is a 
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F igure 1 .  S tandard reduc tion potentials  for M( III ) /M( II )  redox 
coupl es of some lanthanide and ac tinide elemen ts , lanthanum , and ac t inium . 
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Figure 2 .  Standard reduc tion potentials for M( IV) /M( III)  redox 
coupl es  of the lanthanide and ac tinide elements . 
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potential  at which oxidation by water occurs , as is the case for any 
point at a more negative potential . The value for the Eu( II I ) /Eu( II ) 
couple is less negative than that for rapid oxidation by water and so , 
Eu( I I )  is  quite stable in water . A potential at which water wil l  reduce 
the oxidized form of the redox couple is the point corresponding to the 
No ( III ) /No ( I I )  couple , s ince No( II )  is stab le in water and No( III)  is 
not . 
Comparison of the chemical  properties of  the lanthanides and 
actinides can be made from the correlat ions in Figures 1 and 2 .  
The points corresponding to the Ce ( IV) /Ce ( III)  and Bk( IV )/Bk( III)  
couples are at nearly the same potential value , so the chemical 
behavior of these two redox couples is qui te similar . Both Ce ( IV)  and 
Bk( IV) are strongl y  affec ted by complexat ion . A high degree of  
c omplexation is evidenced by a significant change in  the measured 
redox potential in various complexing solut ions . The Ce(IV)/Ce( III)  
couple exhibits a po tential of 1 . 28 V in 2 M HCl ;  1 .44 V in 1 M H2S04 ; 
1 . 6 1  V in 1 M HN03 ; and 1 . 7 V in 1 M HC104. 45 , 52 The Bk( IV ) /Bk ( III)  
couple exhibits  a formal reduc tion potential of  0 . 022  V in  2 M K2C03 ; 
0 . 88 V in 7 . 5  M H3P04 ; 1 . 3 V in 1 M  HN03 ; and 1 . 6  V in 1 M  
HC104 . 69 , 7 1 The formal reduc t ion potential of  the Am( IV) /Am( III)  
coupl e is  also changed by  compl exing solvents , as  are the po tentials 
o f  many of  the redox couples that inc lude the tetravalent oxidation 
state as one member of the couple .  This is due to the fac t tha t  the 
tetravalent lanthanide and ac tinide ions are the most  strongl y  
complexed of the £-transition element oxidation state s .  
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The reduc t ion po tentials of higher oxidat ion state couples of some 
act inides are presented in Table v .  These potential values  are based on 
experimental work and theoretical estimates .45 , 53 , 69 , 72 , 73 
4 . Solution Absorption Spectra 
The f orbital elec trons of the lanthanide and , to a lesser extent , 
the ac tinide ions are shie lded from the surrounding chemical  
environment ,  and thus absorpt ion spec tral bands due to  f- f electronic 
transit ions are extremely sharp bands and are , for the mos t  par t ,  
unaffec ted by compl exing ligands . The absorpt ion spec tra o f  the 
trivalent lanthanides and of many oxidat ion states of  the act inides 
typically exhibit this line-l ike charac ter with mos t  absorption bands 
appearing in the visible  and near-UV s pectral  regions . These f- f 
t ransitions are of low probability due to the " forbidden" nature of  the 
transition as described by quantum mechanical se lec tion rules .  The 
actinide f- f absorption bands are generally an order of  magnitude 
greater in intensity than those of the lanthanides .44 
The absorption spec tra of the di- and tetravalent lanthanide and 
certain act inide ions exhibit broad-band transitions arising from f-d 
or ligand-metal charge- transfer mechanisms . These "al lowed" trans itions 
resul t in high molar absorptivities , several  orders of magnitude greater 
than those of the f-f transitions . These bands are strongly affec ted by 
the surround ing chemical environment .  This is especially true for the 
charge-transfer bands , since the elec tron originates from the ligand 
itse l f .  
TABLE V 
REDUCTION POTE NT IALS OF HIGHER OXIDATION STATE COUPLES OF 
SOME ACT IN IDE ELEMENTSa 
3-Np05 
PuO�-
I 
uo2
+ 
2 
0.582c N 02 + p 2 
I 
-0.9c I Puo�+ 
Amo2+ 
I 
2 
0.063 
1 .1 37 
0.913 
1 .6  
Po5+ 
(-0.3]b 
0. 32 
0.58 uo+ 2 
0.938 
Npo; 0.739 
0.677 
1.043 
+ Pu02 
1 . 17 
t .02 
+ A m02 
1 . 14 
t .69 
Th4 + -t .9 Th3+ 
Po4 + 
I -0.631 ·u4 + u3+ 
Np4 +  0. 155 N p3+ 
0.447 ' I 
I 0.982 Pu4 + Pu3+ 
Am4 +  2.34 Am3 +  
1 .74 ' I 
�alues reported in volts � NHE in 1 M HCl04 at  25 ° C ,  unless 
otherwise speci fied . 
b
Brackets indicate es timated value . 
�alues reported in 1 M  hydroxide solutions . 
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CHAPTER II 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
A. Introduc tion 
1 .  Spec trophotometer& 
Solution absorpt ion spectra and solid state reflectance spectra of 
nonradioac tive samples  were recorded us ing a Cary Model 14-M 
s pec trophotometer . Solution absorption spec tra of  inac tive as we ll  as 
rad ioac tive materials were recorded with a Cary Model 14-H 
spec trophotometer ( see Figure 3 ) .  So lut ion absorption spec tra of  some 
inac tive samples were recorded us ing a Tektronix si licon-vidicon based 
rapid-scan spec trophotometer . 74 Solid state absorption spec tra of 
radioactive , microgram-sized samples sealed in quartz capi llaries were 
recorded with a microscope spec trophotometer/Tektronix 405 1 data 
acquis i t ion faci lity. 75 
2 . Voltammeter 
E lectrochemical measurements were performed with an EG&G PARC Model  
1730/ 1790/175  potentiostat/coulometer/ universal programmer 
complemented by an Es terline Angus Model XY530 recorder ( see Figure 3 ) .  
3 . Gloved Boxes 
A bas ic requirement in the handl ing of radioac tive materials is 
that all  operations be performed in a suitable enc losure that  provides 
necessary containment . 
29 
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Figure 3 .  Equipment for spectroele ctro chemi cal s tudies of 
radioactive actinide elements . Voltammeter (A) � spectrophotometer (B) , 
and modified g loved b ox (C) . 
a .  Preparative gloved box . Chemical  manipulations of larger 
quantities (>10 mg) of rad ioac tive actinides were performed in a 
conventional three- foot , standard- flow ,  air-ventilated gloved box . 
This box was equipped with a centri fuge , hot plate , and bulk-head 
connections for the input of various gases  and electrical power . 
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b .  Mod ified gloved box . A conventional three- foo t gloved box was 
modified with an appendage , fit ted with quartz windows , which slides 
into the sampl e  compartment of the Cary Model  14-H spec trophotometer 
( see Figures 3 and 4 ) .  Bulk-head connections were made to the 
vol tammeter for per forming simul taneous elec trochemical  and 
spec troscopic measurements  of radioac tive actinides . 
c .  Inert atmosphere gloved box . An inert (helium) atmosphere 
g loved box was used for preparation of anhydrous fluorides .  An RF-heated 
Monel tube furnace , which could be pressurized with fluorine , was 
ins ta lled in the rear of the box for this  purpose . 
4 . Accessory Equipment 
a .  � meter . A Corning Mode l 130 pH meter was used in conj unc tion 
with a Fisher Scienti fic Company Mode l  E-5A combinat ion glass 
e lec trode with a s i lver/ si lver chloride internal re ference elec trode .  
b .  Alpha detect ion equipment . Alpha spectra were taken with a 
s il icon surface-barrier de tec tor and a Tracor/Northern Model TN-17 10 , 
4096-channel analyzer . Gross alpha counting was performed with a 
gas- flow proportional counter . 
c .  X-ray spec trometer . A General E lec tric Mode l  XRD-6 X-ray 
generator with a fine- focus copper X-ray tube was used with a nicke l 
fil ter to per form X-ray powder diffraction anal ys i s .  Powder patterns 
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F i gure 4 .  S p e c t r oph o t ome t e r/ mod i f i e d  g l oved box a s s emb l y . G l oved 
b ox r emove d fr om s p e c t r o ph o t ome t e r  ( u p p e r  pho t o )  and in s t a l l e d  in 
s pe c t r oph o t ome t e r  ( l owe r ph o t o ) . 
were recorded with a Norelco/Phillips Debye-Scherrer-type powder 
camera ( 5 7 mm dia . )  using Kodirex 35 mm X-ray fi lm.  
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d .  Raman spectrophotometer . Raman spec tra were recorded with a 
Ramanor Model HG 2S spectrophotometer ( Instruments  SA) .  This  ins trument 
employs a doub le monochromator with curved holographic gratings , 
photoel ec tr ic detec tion , and pul se count ing elec tronics . 
B .  Electrodes and Ce lls  
1 .  Convent ional Working E lectrodes 
Microelec trodes used in this research inc lude : ( a) a hanging 
mercury drop elec trode (HMDE ) ( PARC Model  9323 ) ,  ( b )  an 18-gauge 
plat inum wire , ( c) an 18-gauge nickel wire , ( d) a 22-gauge gold wire , 
and (e )  a microelectrode made of reticulated vitreous carbon (RVC) 
( Fluorocarbon , Anaheim ,  CA) . All of the metal wire electrodes 
(Enge lhard Mining and Minerals , Newark ,  NJ) were made by sealing the 
wire into the end of a glass tube with epoxy , wi th the exception of 
platinum , which was sealed by fus ing the end of the glass tube . The 
RVC microelectrode was construc ted by sealing a smal l sec tion of 10 
pores per inch ( ppi ) RVC in the end of a glass tube with epoxy. 
Electrical contac t was made by threading a copper wire through the RVC 
matrix and packing UCAR C-34 carbon cement (Union Carbide Corporation , 
New York , NY) around the contact , fo llowed by curing at ll0 °C for 24 hr . 
Larger conventional electrodes for bulk elec trolyses of solut ions 
were made from (a )  sections of 10 ppi RVC , with electrical contact 
provided as described above , and (b) sec tions of 40-mesh plat inum 
screen (Engelhard Mining and Minerals ) ,  which were soldered to copper 
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wires for electrical contac t .  These electrodes were partially submerged 
such tha t  onl y  the electrode material was in contact with the solution . 
2 . Optica l ly Transparent E lectrodes 
a .  Reticu lated vitreous c arbon optica l ly transparent electrodes 
(RVC-OTE ' s ) .  RVC-OTE ' s were constructed based on direct ions by 
Norvel l  and Mamantov28 but with some modifications . S lices of  
various porosity grades ( 10-100 ppi ) of RVC were sec t ioned with a 
diamond saw to various thicknesses from 0 . 62 mm for 100 ppi to 5 mm 
for 10 ppi . Electrical contac t was made as described above . The RVC 
s lices , with contacts in place , were then sandwiched between two 
quartz microscope s l ides . The edges were epoxied on three sides , with 
the RVC pos i tioned a few mm from the open bottom of the cel l .  A small  
diameter plastic suc tion tube was epoxied into the top of  the ce l l .  
Epoxy ( W. J .  Ruscoe Company , Akron , OH) was extended to coat the 
entire external port ion of the RVC , which extended beyond the cel l ,  as 
wel l  as the electrical contact , to ensure mechanical  stability.  A 
completed RVC-OTE is shown in Figure 5 .  
b .  Platinum screen OTE ' s .  Shee ts of 40-mesh plat inum screen were 
trimmed into sec tions approximate ly 2 . 5  x 7 . 5  em. Electrical contact 
was made by soldering a copper wire to the edge of the platinum 
screens . The elec trodes were then sandwiched between two quartz 
plates as described above . 
c .  Gold screen OTE ' s .  Trimmed sections of si lver screen (40 mesh) 
were soldered to copper wire leads and were then electroplated with gold 
( Sel-Rex "Orig ina l Bright Go ld" patented proces s ,  Se l-Rex Corp . ,  
Nut ley , N. J . ) . These go ld screens were then sandwiched between quartz 
plates as described above . 
Figure 5 ,  A reticulated vitreous carb on op ti cally t ransp arent 
ele ctrode (RVC�OTE) .  
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d .  Porous metal foam OTE ' s (PMF-OTE ' s ) . 76  Porous metal foam (Astro 
Met Associates , Cincinnati , OH) was obtained as the copper and nicke l  
material (series 280-5 ) in bulk sheets wh ich were sec tioned into 
e lectrodes between 3 and 5 mm thick . The PMF was electroplated with 
Pt , by the Oak Ridge Gaseous Di ffusion Plant , using a proprie tary 
process , or with Au , by ORNL using the Se l-Rex process , or was 
amalgamated . 27 Electrode coverage was checked by vol tammetry. 
e .  Amalgam OTE ' s . Nicke l PMF , silver screen , and gold screen 
OTE ' s  were plated with mercury us ing a procedure described by Heineman 
� �. 27 after they were sealed between quart z  plates . This plating 
procedure was fol lowed by dipping the electrodes in c lean , dry mercury. 
The excess mercury was dis lodged by vigorous shaking of the OTE ' s .  
3 . Reference E lectrodes 
Saturated calomel re ference elec trodes (SCE ' s ) (Al tex-Beckman 
Ins truments , Irvine , CA and Corning Scienti fic Instruments , Med fie ld ,  
MA) of the semi-micro type with fiber j unc tions were used for al l 
potential measurements .  
4 .  Counter E lectrodes 
An 18-gauge plat inum wire (2 em in length) , seal ed in a glass 
tube , or a 40-mesh plat inum screen ( about 1 x 3 em) was used as the 
counter electrode . 
5 .  Teflon Cel l  Holder 
A special ly designed Te flon cel l  holder was construc ted which 
positions a quartz  ce l l  ( 0 . 5-cm pathlength and 0 . 75 mL volume to 
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2 . 0-cm pathlength and 1 mL volume) in the sampl e  beam of  the 
spec trophotometer . The ce l l  holder is fitted wi th a s l iding lid in 
which three e lec trodes are mounted : a working electrode (RVC , PMF , or 
metal screen OTE ) , an SCE reference elec trode , and a platinum wire 
counter electrode ( see Figure 6 ) .  When the l id is lowered ( see Figure 
7 ) ,  the three elec trodes are �ersed in the e lec troactive solution 
for spectroel ectrochemical  measurements . 
C .  Reagents 
The common inorganic acid s , base s ,  and sal ts used in thi s  work 
were of standard ACS-certi fied reagent grade and were obtained from 
one or more of the fol l owing : Mal linckrodt Inc . ,  Paris ,  KY ;  J.  T. 
Baker Chemical Company , Fairlawn , NJ ; Fisher Scientific Company, 
Pit tsburgh , PA ; or Allied Chemicals . Morris town , NJ. 
Uranium sal ts and oxides ( 99 . 0% purity) , cesium fluoride (99 . 9%) , 
cesium carbonate ( 99 . 9%) , po tassium hydroxide (ul tra- pure) ,  potass ium 
carbonate (ul tra-pure) , and deuterochloride and deuterated water were 
obtained from Thioko l-Ventron , Al fa Produc ts , Danvers ,  MA. 
Lanthanide salts (99 . 9%) were obtained from Th iokol-Ventron , Al fa 
Produc t s  and from Research Chemicals-NUCOR,  Phoenix , AZ .  Europium, 
samarium , and praseodymium chlorides were ob tained in high purity 
( Cerac-pure ) from Cerac , Inc . ,  Milwaukee , WI. 
Mul t imil ligram quantitie s  of  the transuranium elements used in 
this work were obtained as the chloride sal ts from the High Flux 
Isotope Reactor/Transuranium Processing Plant (HFIR/TRU) complex of  
ORNL under the Department of Energy' s  program of transuranium element 
produc tion and research . 
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Figure 6 .  Teflon cell holder with lid in f-'up P position . P latinum 
s creen working electrode (A) , p latinum counter electrode (B) , S CE 
reference electrode (C) , and op ti cal path through quartz cell (D) , 
Figure 7 .  Tef lon cell holder with lid in 1 1downu posi tion , 
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Stock so lutions were prepared with dis til led-deionized water 
unless otherwise indicated . 
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Nitrogen gas (99 . 9%) was ob tained from Linde/Union Carbide 
Corporation , New York , NY. Ozone ( 10% by volume ) was prepared by 
pass ing oxygen (99 . 5% )  (Ho lston Oxygen Company , Knoxvi l le ,  TN) through 
a high-vol tage arc-discharge apparatus . 
1 .  General Procedures 
D. Procedures 
Initial electrochemical investigat ions of  redox couples involved 
the use of cyc l ic vol tammetry for the determinat ion of ( a) the proper 
potential required to generate produc ts , ( b) the revers ibility of the 
reaction , and ( c )  the exis tence of possib le interfering side 
reac tions . In mos t  cases the same elec trode material was used for 
s pec troelec trochemis try as was used for vol tammetry. 
Initial spec tral invest igations of redox couples were performed 
by ( a) recording the solution absorption spec trum of the electroactive 
spec ies in its initial  oxidation state , ( b )  oxid izing or reducing this 
spec ies with chemical reagents to ob tain the des ired produc t oxidation 
s tate , and ( c )  recording the absorption spectrum of this  produc t 
species . The spec tra were used to determine the identity of the 
produc t and the proper monitoring wavelength ( s ) , corresponding to 
absorption maxima , for constant wavelength spec troelec trochemis try . 
After the initial experiments ,  or in lieu of these , absorbance vs 
time spectroel ec trochemical experiments  were per formed . A potential 
step was appl ied to the redox system , in equi l ibrium,  in order to 
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generate the produc t oxidat ion state . The generation o f  produc t was 
monitored by measur ing the absorbance of  the produc t (or reactant)  at 
a constant wave length as a function of time or by recording the entire 
spectrum as a func tion of time . 
Spectropotentiostatic determinations of thermodynamic parameters 
( formal reduc tion potential and n-value )  were then appl ied to amenab le 
redox systems in the fol l owing manner .  The ab sorbance of the produc t  
( or reactant) oxidation state was measured at various value s  of 
applied potent ial in equi librium. These data were then us ed to 
cons truc t a po tential  vs log ( [ Ox] / [ Red] ) (Nerns tian ) plot . 
2 . Lanthanide E lements  
a .  M(III ) /M ( I I )  redox couples .  So lutions of  from lo-1 to lo-3 M 
Sm( III) , Eu( I II) , and Yb ( I II) were prepared separately by dissolving 
weighed quantities of the appropriate chloride salts  in a 1 M  KCl .  
The pH of  the resul tant solutions was measured with a glass electrode 
and was adj us ted to pH 6 by the addition of KOH. S ince the lanthanide 
chl oride sa lts  were hydrated with an unknown number ( from 6 to 9) of 
water molecul es , an exac t we ighing to have a known concentration was 
not possible ; there fore , the concentrations of the lanthanide 
solutions were approximate . In experiment s  where accurately known 
concentrat ions of lanthanides were required , the solut ions were 
submitted to ORNL Ana lytical Chemis try Divis ion for quantitative 
ana lys is . 
Cyc lic vol tammograms of the Sm( III) , Eu( III ) , and Yb ( III)  chloride 
solutions in 1 M KC l at pH 6 were recorded with an HMDE . Cyc l ic 
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voltammograms of the Eu( I II ) solution were recorded us ing an RVC-OTE 
( 100 ppi , 0 . 62 mm pa thlength ) .  The so lutions were purged with 
nitrogen gas for 15 min prior to vo ltammetric ana lysis  in order to 
remove dissolved oxygen . 
The Eu( III) /Eu( I I )  redox couple was investigated us ing RVC and Pt 
screen OTE ' s  via spec troelectrochemis try. About 5 mL of  5 . 0 x lo-3 M 
Eu( II I )  in 1 M KC l at pH 6 was placed in a te flon boat .  An optical mask 
was placed on the OTE to prevent edge effec t s . 36 The OTE was then 
dipped in the bulk solut ion and , with the use of a hypodermic syringe , 
a port ion of the bulk so lut ion was drawn up into the OTE cell . This  
assemb ly  was pl aced in the sample beam of  the spectrophotometer . With 
the addition of an SCE and a Pt wire electrode placed in the bulk 
solution , below the OTE , spec troelectrochemis try was performed . 
Spectropo tent ios tatic experiments were performed to determine the 
formal reduc tion potent ial of the Eu( III ) /Eu( I I )  redox couple and the 
n-va lue in the RVC-OTE .  Equilibrium attainment was de termined by 
monitoring the absorbance � time curve of the sys tem after each 
potent ial step . 
Spectra were recorded as a func tion of  time us ing the Cary Model  
14-H and the si licon-vidicon rapid- scan spec trometers during the 
generation of  Yb ( I I )  by electrolysis of Yb ( I II)  us ing a si lver amalgam 
screen OTE . The reduc tion of Sm( III)  was also stud ied with this OTE .  
b .  M ( IV ) /M( III )  redox couples .  Solut ions of  from lo- 1  to lo-2 M 
in Ce ( III) , Pr ( III) , and Tb ( I II) were prepared separate ly  by 
dissolving the chl oride sa lts in (a )  5 . 5  M K2C03 , ( b )  2 M (NH4 )2C03 , 
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( c )  2 M Na2C03 , and (d)  5 M Cs 2C03 . In order to e l iminate chloride 
ion , some solutions of the above-mentioned lanthanides were prepared 
by precipitating the lanthanide hydroxide with KOH fol lowed by 
centrifugation and washing and dissolution of the wet hydroxide in the 
various carbonate solutions . The hydroxide ion concentration of all 
of the carbonate solutions , wi th the except ion of the ammonium 
carbonate solution , was adj usted to about 1 M by the add ition of KOH. 
Initial spec tra were recorded in 1-cm quartz cuvets wi th the 
appropriate carbonate solution placed in the reference cel l .  For bulk 
e lectrolysis  approximate ly 20 mL of  the lanthanide carbonate solution 
was pl aced in a small  beaker , and a large conventional RVC or Pt 
screen working , the reference , and the counter electrodes were 
immersed . Stirring of the solution was provided by the bubb l ing of  
nitrogen or by e lec trochemically generated oxygen . The solutions were 
elec trolyzed for periods of time ranging from 10 min to 3 hr before 
absorption spectra were recorded . For highly absorbing solutions , 
quartz spacers were used to reduce the optical pathlength to 3 mm or 
to 1 mm .  
The spectropotentiostatic method was appl ied to  the determinations 
of the formal reduc tion potential and n-value of the Ce ( IV) /Ce ( III)  
redox couple in 5 . 5  M K2C03 using an RVC-OTE ( 100 ppi , 1 mm 
path length) . 
A solid oxidation produc t ,  formed at the RVC electrode during 
e lectrolys i s  of the Tb( I II) carbonate solution (5 . 5  M K2C03 , 1 M 
OH- ion ) , was col lec ted , rinsed with alcohol , dried , and investigated 
by X-ray powder diffrac tion and sol id state re flectance and laser Raman 
spec troscopie s . The sample was also submitted to ORNL Anal yt ical 
Chemistry Division for thermogravimetric/mass spectral and X-ray 
fluorescence analyses . 
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Chemical oxidation of the Pr ( III ) and Tb( III ) carbonate sol ut ions 
was accompl ished by bubbling ozone through the solutions for a few 
hours to ensure sufficient oxidation of the lanthanide spec ies . 
3 . Act inide E lements  
a .  Uranium. Solutions of from 10-1 to lo-2 M U(IV) and U(VI ) 
were made separately by dissolving UCl4 and U02C l2 in 1 M KCl .  The pH 
o f  these solutions was adj usted to desired values by the addition of 
HCl or KOH. Solutions of from 0 . 1 to 0 . 5  M U( VI)  were prepared in 1 M 
KCl 1n 9 9 . 8% D20 by first  dissolving a weighed quantity o f  U03 in DCl 
fol lowed by evaporation to near dryness  and subsequent dissolution of  
the sal t in the KCl /D20 solution . The pH ( pD) was adj us ted by 
addition of DCl .  
Cyc l ic vol tammograms of  the uranium solutions at various pH 
values  were recorded at an HMDE and a Pt wire microelectrode . 
Initial  absorption spectra of  the U ( IV) and U (VI ) solutions were 
recorded pr ior to chemical reduc tion of the uranium spec ies by zinc 
amalgam.  The U (VI) /KC1/D20 solution was treated with Eu( II )  to reduce 
the U(VI ) spec ies . Spec tra of the reduced species were then recorded . 
Absorbance vs time spectroe lec trochemical experiments  were 
performed us ing the U (VI ) solutions at various pH value s .  Absorbance 
� time curves were recorded during the elec trochemical  reduc tion of 
U ( IV)  to U (III )  in 1 M KCl (pH 0) in a si lver screen amalgam OTE. The 
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compl ete spec tra of  these species were also recorded as a function of  
t ime dur ing the e lectrolys i s .  
An RVC-OTE was used wh ile absorbance v s  time curves and 
compl ete spectra as a func tion of  time were recorded dur ing the 
e lectrochemical reduc tion of  U (VI ) at various pH value s  in 1 M KCl .  
b .  Neptunium. Mul timi l ligram quanti ties  of neptunium-237  were 
obtained as the oxide , Np02 , wh ich was dissolved in nitric aid and 
hea ted to drynes s .  The resultant sal t  was fumed to dryness  in 
perchl oric ac id , thus oxid izing the Np to the hexavalent state . The 
Np02 ( Cl04) 2 solid was dissolved in 1 M  perchloric ac id , resul t ing in a 
s tock so lution wh ich was about 2 M Np (VI) . Al iquots of  this 
solut ion were diluted separately wi th 1 M HC l04 , 2 M Na2C03 , and 5 . 5  M 
K2co3 to prepare solut ions between lo-
2 and lo-3 M Np( VI ) . 
A stock solution of  oxidation-state pure Np(V)  was prepared7 7  by 
mixing equal quantities  of Np( IV) and Np(VI) in perchloric ac id . The 
Np( IV) was prepared by peroxide reduction of  a mixture of  Np(V)  and 
Np( IV) , ob tained by direct dissolution of the mixed oxide in ni tric 
acid . Excess peroxide was eliminated by heating . 
Ini tial spectra of the Np solutions were recorded pr ior to 
e lectrochemica l  studie s .  Cyc l ic vol tammograms of  the Np solutions 
were recorded wi th the Pt and RVC microelectrodes us ing a 1-mL aliquot 
o f  so lut ion in a smal l  beaker or in a quartz ce l l  in the te flon cel l  
holder . 
The absorpt ion spectra of  Np(VI)  and Np(V) were recorded in an 
RVC-OTE as a func tion of  time during the electrolytic reduc t ion 
o f  Np(VI ) in 1 M HCl04. Absorbance vs time curves were al so 
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recorded , as wel l  as data for the spec tropotent iostatic determinations 
o f  E0 ' and n for the Np(VI) /Np(V)  redox couple in 1 M HCl04. 
Np(VI ) in 2 M Na2C03 was first  reduced to Np( V )  and the spec trum 
was recorded . The Np(VI)  stock solut ion was then adj usted to pH 13 by 
the addition of hydroxide ion , and the solution was invest igated by 
cyc lic vol tammetry and by recording complete spectra as a func tion of 
time during electrolysis at a large-sur face platinum screen electrode . 
' 
An E0 value for the Np(VII ) /Np(VI) redox coupl e  was derived from the 
vol tammogram . The Raman spec tra of both Np(VI)  and elec trogenerated 
Np(VII )  in 2 M Na2C03 were recorded by remov ing the samples from the 
gloved box in sealed capi l laries by a technique described 
e lsewhere . 78 
c .  Americ ium. Mul t imil l igram quantities of americ ium-243 were 
purified at TRU/ORNL by chromatographic separat ions descr ibed 
e lsewhere . 79  The americium was received as an air-dried chloride sal t ,  
AmCl3 . nH20 ,  wh ich resulted from evapora tion of the eluant from the 
final ion-exchange column . This chl oride salt was dissolved directly  
K2C03 , and 5 M Cs 2C03 ] .  In order to eliminate chl or ide  ion , some 
solutions were prepared by dissolving the AmCl3 . nH20 in water and by 
precipitating Am(OH)3 by the addition of hydroxide ion . After 
centri fugation and washing with di lute base and then with water , the 
Am( OH)3 was dissolved in the various carbonate solutions . The 
hydroxide concentrations of the carbonate solutions containing Am( III)  
were measured wi th a pH glass elec trode which was calibrated wi th 
solutions of known NaOH concentration . 
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Chemical  oxidat ion of  the Am( III)  carbonate solutions was 
accompl ished by us ing peroxydisul fate-si lver ( I )  oxide . 53 Spec tra of 
the initial solutions and the oxid ized so lut ions were recorded . 
Cyc lic voltammograms of the Am( III)  carbonate solutions were recorded 
at var ious pH values . 
Aliquo ts of from 0 . 7 5  to 1 . 5  mL of  the Am( III)  carbonate 
solutions , which were from 1 . 2 x 10-2 to 4 . 0  x lo-3 M Am( I II ) , were 
placed in quartz cel l s  in the te flon ce l l  holder . Initial spec tra 
were recorded and then aliquots of the solutions were removed for 
alpha counting . The electrodes (RVC or Pt OTE ' s ) were immersed in the 
solutions , and an initial potential appl ied to the ce l l . The 
potentia l was made more pos itive until  a change in the spec trum was 
noted or unt i l  visual observation confirmed an oxidation reaction . 
Depending on the pH o f  the so lut ion and the type of  OTE used , some 
spectra were recorded only after a po tential was no longer imposed or 
a fter the electrodes were completely removed from the solution . 
The prec ipitate formed by the elec trochemica l  oxidation of 
Am( III)  in po tassium carbonate so lution was col l ec ted , washed , and 
centrifuged . The so l id was then disso lved in 1 M perchloric ac id , and 
the sol ution spectrum was recorded . The so lid was also analyzed by 
X-ray powder diffract ion . 
Addit ional charac terization of  the oxid ized Am species in 
carbonate solut ions inc luded spectrophotometric and potentiometric 
titrat ions wi th K4Fe C CN) 6 in 2 M Na2C03 . 
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So lid anhydrous AmF4 and Cs3AmF7 were prepared and dissolved in 
concentrated HF so lution saturated with CsF. Spec tra were recorded 
both prior to and fol lowing bulk solut ion electrolysis . 
d .  Curium. Mul t imilligram quantities of cur ium-248 were 
puri fied at TRU/ORNL as described el sewhere . 79 Received as the so l id 
CmCl3 . nH20 salt , it was dissolved in water , and the cur ium was 
prec ipitated by the addition of KOH. The resulting prec ipitate was 
washed with di lute KOH and was centri fuged and dissolved separately in 
Initia l spectra of  Om( III)  in the carbonate media were recorded 
prior to e lectrochemical oxidation with large-sur face RVC and Pt 
e lec trodes . The spectra of the resul tant so lut ions were also 
recorded . 
4 .  Data Treatment 
Data obtained from the spectropotentios tatic experiments for the 
. . 0 .  determ1nat1ons of E and n for redox couples were ana lyzed by a 
l inear leas t squares program us ing a Tektronix 405 1 microcomputer . The 
program is descr ibed in the Tektronix "PLOT 50" 4050Al0 Software 
Package , Vo lume 4 ,  Program 9 .  This program , us ing the least squares 
method , fi ts a user-defined function ( the Nernst equation) , where 
optima l parame ter values are found by minimizing the sum of the 
squares of the differences between the observed and calculated values . 
The Nernstian plot and at tendant parameters were displayed 
on the Tektronix 405 1  CRT display and printed by a Tektronix 463 1 Hard 
Copy Un i t .  Drawings were then made from the hard copy output . 
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Error limits reported in this work are based on one standard 
deviation and do not inc lude es timates of sys tematic errors . The 
errors associated with the determination of formal reduc tion 
potentials  by vol tammetric measurements depend upon (a )  the accuracy 
and stabil ity of  the reference elec trode , ( b) the amb ient temperature 
variation in the laboratory , ( c) the proper cal ibration of the 
potentiostat/recorder , and (d)  the reproduc ibil ity of  the 
vol tammetric response of the redox system. 
The error limits reported for the spec tropotentios tatic 
determinations of  the formal reduc tion potentials reflec t a 
conservative est imate of the accuracy of the determination and not 
necesarily  the ful l  extent of the precision ind icated by the least 
squares program . 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS AND DISCUSS ION 
A .  Lanthanide Elements  
1 .  M (III ) /M( I I )  Redox Couples 
The onl y  divalent lanthanide ions sufficiently stable  to exist in 
aqueous solution are those of samarium , europium , and ytterbium,  and 
therefore , these M( I I I ) /M( II)  redox couples are amenab le to 
spec troelectrochemical investigation in aqueous solution . The pH 
range in which these redox couples can be studied is l imited . Above 
pH 7 the hydrolysis of the M( III)  ions proceeds and prec ipitation of  
the ions occurs . At  lower pH values interference from hydrogen gas 
evolution , at po tentials required to generate the M( I I )  ions , is 
subs tantial .  Thus pH 6 was se lected as the optimum value for 
inves tigation of these redox couples . BO 
a .  Voltammetry . Initial elec trochemical investigations of  the 
M(III ) /M( I I )  redox couples were per formed by recording cyc l ic 
vol tammograms of the systems at an HMDE . Cyc l ic vol tammetry is an 
effective technique for initial electrochemical study of new systems . 
A great deal of information about fairly compl icated systems can be 
derived in a sing le experiment . Bl The HMDE was se lected because of 
the cathodic po tentials required to generate lanthanide M( I I )  
oxidat ion states . The HMDE provides a cathodic range of from about 0 
to - 1 . 8  V in 1 M KCl at pH 6. [All potential measurements in this 
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document are reported versus the NHE unless otherwise indicated : SCE = 
0 . 24 15 V � NHE . ] At potentials more negat ive than -1 .8  V ,  the 
evolution of hydrogen gas and/or the reduc tion of  po tass ium ions 
occur s at the electrode surface . 
Cyc lic vol tammograms of the Eu( I II ) /Eu( I I ) , Yb ( I II ) /Yb ( I I ) , and 
Sm( III ) / Sm( I I )  redox couples in 1 M KCl at pH 6 are displayed in 
Figure 8 .  The lack o f  complete electrochemical  revers ib i lity o f  the 
Eu( I II ) /Eu( I I )  redox couple was evidenced by the large difference 
between the anodic and cathodic peak po tentials . In addition , the 
recording of consecutive cyc l ic potential sweeps also indicated the 
lack of complete reversibil ity in that the peak po tential values 
changed wi th each scan .  The peak separat ion grew larger with each 
potential scan . The Eu redox couple is not completely irreversible , 
however , because the anodic peak current is approximately  equal to the 
cathodic peak current . This behavior of the Eu redox system has been 
noted by others . 82 
The formal reduc tion potent ial , Eo ' , ob tained from the cyc l ic 
voltammogram was -0 . 34 � 0 . 0 1  v .  This approximate value was 
determined by calculating the mid-point between the anodic and 
cathod ic peak potentials . 13 , 83 The cyc lic voltammogram of the Eu redox 
coupl e  in an RVC-OTE in 1 M KCl at pH 6 is shown in Figure 9 .  The 
sweep rate used was qui te slow ( 5  mV/ s )  and was nec essary because of  
the re lative ly high internal resis tance of  the RVC electrode . 
Es sentia l ly the same behavior of  the Eu couple was observed at the RVC 
e lectrode as was observed at the HMDE . The difference between the two 
was , however , a sh i ft in the Eo ' value ; at  the RVC e lectrode , it was 
-0 . 43 + 0. 01  v .  The lack of  to tal rever s ibil ity of  the Eu( III ) /Eu(II )  
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redox couple did not prec lude the spectroelectrochemical investigation 
o f  this couple .  
The cyc l ic vol tammogram of the Yb( I II ) /Yb( II )  redox couple in 1 M 
KCl at pH 6 (see Figure 8 ,  page 52 )  displ ayed elec trochemical  
reversibil ity in that the peak potential separat ion for the anodic and 
cathodic peaks was 65 mV , much less than that for the Eu case . In 
addi tion , the anodic peak current for the Yb sys tem was equal to the 
cathod ic peak current . Consecut ive potential scans showed a reduc tion 
in peak current but complete reproduc ibi l ity in the peak po tent ial 
values . The E0
1 
value determined for this couple  in the stated 
medium, derived from the cyc l ic vol tammogram, was - 1 . 18 + 0 . 01 V .  
Complete cyc l ic vol tammograms o f  the Yb sys tem a t  the RVC 
electrode were not possible due to the limited cathodi c  range of RVC .  
The RVC electrode exhibited a potential range of  from +1 .4 t o  - 1 . 0  V 
in 1 M KCl at pH 6 .  Cyc l ic voltammograms of the Yb system at a nickel  
amalgam wire microe lec trode were possib le , but the vol tammograms 
exhibited a shape indicative of a less-than-reversib l e  redox couple . 
This was shown by the fact  that the anodic and cathodic peak 
potentials were greatly  separated . The shape o f  the vol tammogram was 
similar to that of  the Eu system at the HMDE . 
The cyc lic vol tammogram of the Sm( III ) / Sm( II)  redox couple in 1 M 
KCl at pH 6 is shown in Figure 8 ,  page 52 . The cathodic peak is clearly 
visib le , indicating the reduc tion of Sm( III ) ,  but the anodic peak is 
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absent , wh ich indicates an irreversible redox coupl e  at the e lectrode . 
The reasons for this irreversibil ity are as fo l lows . The reduc tion of 
the Sm( III ) s pec ies occurs at a potential at which hydrogen gas is 
evolved at the HMDE . The H2 gas probabl y  carries the reduced species 
away from the e lec trode surface ; thus , Sm( I I )  may no longer be present 
at the electrode to be oxidized during the anodic sweep. Also the 
Sm( I I )  s pecies reac ts  rather quickly with the solvent to form H2 and 
Sm( III ) , and therefore , no Sm( II)  is present at the e lectrode to be 
oxidized and give rise to an anodic peak . 
I 
The EO value for the 
Sm( III ) / Sm( I I )  redox couple in the stated medium was estimated from 
the cycl ic vol tammogram to be - 1 . 50 + 0 . 0 1 V .  This value was 
calculated by us ing the boundary condition equations for a totally  
irreversib le  wave , as  described by Bard and Faulkner .Sl 
I 
The E0 values determined in these three cases are in good 
agreement wi th the values of the standard reduc tion po tentials 
reported by Nugent � �. 69 of  -0 . 35 V for Eu ( III ) /Eu ( I I ) , - 1 . 15 V for 
Yb( III ) /Yb ( I I ) , and - 1 . 5 5  V for Sm( III ) / Sm( I I ) . 
b .  Spectrophotometry. The solution absorption spec tra of the tri-
and divalent ions of europium , yt terbium , and samarium are displayed in 
Figures 10 , 11 , and 12 ,  respectively. These spec tra are adapted from 
those of Carnal 184 and are of  the species in 1 M HC l04. The spec tra of 
the lanthanide spec ies in 1 M KCl are essential ly ident ical to those in 
Figures 10 , 1 1 , and 12 . 
The divalent spec ies were prepared chemically  by zinc amalgam 
reduc t ion of  the trivalent species in deoxygenated so lvent , with the 
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exception of Sm( I I ) , which was generated by dissolution of  samarium 
metal in di lute HCl .  It was not possible to record a complete 
spectrum of the blood-red solution of  Sm( II ) due to the interference 
from hydrogen gas evolution . 
c .  Spectroe lectrochemis try. The Eu( I II ) /Eu( II )  redox couple  in 
1 M KCl at pH 6 was studied us ing P t  screen and RVC optical ly 
transparent elec trodes . Al though the Pt screen OTE al lowed for 
e lec trochemical generation and spec tral identi fication of Eu( II) , it 
d id not provide a sufficient cathodic potential range for complete 
spec tropotentiostatic study of this coup le . The RVC-OTE was therefore 
used to per form this  study. 
The absorbance vs time curve for a se lected potential-step 
e lec trolysis  for the reduc tion of  Eu( III)  in an RVC-OTE is shown in 
Figure 13 . The wavelength monitored was 320 nm , corresponding to an 
absorption maximum in the Eu( II )  spec trum. The absorbance vs time 
curve is quite similar in shape to a current � time curve for the 
react ion . Both absorbance and current are direc t measurements of the 
quantity of elec troactive species reacted . Equil ibrium is attained , 
throughout the total path length of  the OTE illuminated by the sample 
beam , when there is no change in the absorbance with time ( at 30 min 
for the curve in Figure 13 ) .  Such absorbance vs time curves were 
recorded for al l potential-step elec trolyses to ensure the attainment 
o f  equil ibrium prior to recording the comple te spectrum. 
Absorption spec tra of Eu( III)  and Eu( II )  at various value s  of  
appl ied po tential , in equi librium, are shown in Figure 14 . Due to  the 
l arge difference between the molar absorptivities  of  the Eu( III ) and 
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Figure 13 . Abs orbance vs time curve for the po tent ial-step 
e lectrolysis o f  Eu( I II ) in a;-RVC-OTE . RVC : 100 ppi , 1 mm path length , 
[ Eu( III ) J = 1 . 0 x lo-2 M.  
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Eu( II )  spec ies ( s ee Figure 12 ,  page 5 6 ) ,  i t  was necessary to se lect an 
initial concentration of  Eu( I II )  which was too low to observe any 
absorpt ion peaks due to Eu ( III)  (spec trum A ,  Figure 14 ) .  As more 
negat ive potent ials were appl ied to the RVC electrode , absorbance 
peaks due to Eu( I I )  grew in ( spectra B through F) . The potent ial  
range se lec ted for the exper iment was based on the value of  
E0 1 obtained from the cyc l ic vol tammogram of  the Eu( III) / Eu( I I )  redox 
couple .  The po tentials were chosen to provide both ful ly  reduced and 
ful ly oxid ized conditions so that suf ficient data were co l lected to 
generate an accurate Nerns tian plot . l3 
A tabul ation of the data for the spectropotentios tatic 
I 
determ inat ion of thermodynamic parameters (E0 and n) for the 
Eu( I I I ) /Eu( I I )  redox couple in 1 M KCl is given in Tab le VI . The data 
were derived from the absorbance of Eu( I I ) , at 320 nm , in equil ibrium, 
at  the various values of appl ied potential . The notat ion us ed in 
Tab le VI is  defined in Chapter I ,  page 7 .  The Nernstian plot , 
obtained by plotting the appl ied potent ial versus the log of 
absorbance ratio , is  shown in Figure 15 . The data points fal l  on a 
s traight line , as required by the Nernst  equation . The slope of the 
l ine yields an n-va lue of 1 . 007 (corresponding to a one-elec tron 
reduc t ion) , and the y-intercept yields an E0 1 value of -0 . 391  + 0 . 005 V.  
This  value is in  reasonable agreement with the values reported by 
Morss and Haug85 ( -0 . 35 + 0. 03 V) and Biedermann and S i lber86  (-0 . 379 
� 0.001  V) . 
The spec troe lectrochemical behavior of the Yb ( I II ) /Yb ( II )  redox 
coupl e was stud ied in 1 M KC l at pH 6 using a si lver amalgam sc reen 
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TABLE VI 
DATA FOR SPECTROPOTENTIOSTATIC DETERMINATION OF THERMODYNAMIC 
PARAMETERS FOR THE Eu( III) /Eu ( I I )  REDOX COUPLE 
Potential Absorbance 
( volts vs SCE)  A2 A2-A1 A3-A2 A2-A1 /A3-A2 1og(ArA1/ A3-A2) 
0 (0 . 098 )=A1 
-0. 550 0 . 15 0  0. 052 1 . 2 17 0 . 043 -1 . 369 
-0. 575 0 . 2 15 0 . 117  1 . 152 0 . 10 2 -0 . 993 
-0. 600 0 . 388 0 . 290 0. 979 0 . 296 -0 . 528 
-0. 625 0 . 650 0 . 552 0. 7 17 o .  770 -0 . 114 
-0. 650 0 . 950 0 . 852 0 . 417 2 . 043 0 . 310 
-0. 675 1 . 16 5 1 .067 0. 202 5 . 282 0. 7 23 
-0. 700 1 . 278 1 . 180 0 . 089 13 . 26 1 . 123 
- 1 . 000 ( 1 . 367 )=A3 
- 0.55 
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Figure 15 . Nernst ian plot for the Eu ( I I I ) / Eu ( I I )  redox coupl e  1n 1 M 
KCl .  pH 6 .  
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OTE . It was necessary to  use this electrode because the reduc tion 
potent ial of the Yb couple exceeds the cathodic potential range of  
both the Pt  sc reen and RVC OTE ' s .  A Tektronix sil icon-vidicon based 
rapid-scan spectrophotometer was used to monitor the si lver amalgam 
OTE during the potential- step electrolysis of Yb ( I II) . The absorbance 
� time curve for this  reac tion , monitored at 353 nm ,  is reproduced in 
Figure 16 . No te that equil ibrium occurs in less than three minutes . 
This time to equilibrium was much shorter than that  for the Eu couple 
( see Figure 13 ,  page 5 9 ) .  The reasons for this were : ( a) the 
concentration of Yb ( I II)  was a factor of ten less  than that  of  
Eu( III ) , ( b) the path length of the Ag amalgam screen OTE was 0 . 62 mm 
� the 1 mm path length of the RVC-OTE , ( c )  the si lver amalgam screen 
has a lower  elec trical resistance than that of RVC , and (d )  the 
potential step appl ied to the Yb system (-0 . 76 to -1 . 5 6  V) was much 
greater than the smal l  steps (0 . 05 V) used to study the Eu system.  
The rather large po tential-step was an effort to generate quickly the 
Yb( II )  before interference from gross hyd rogen gas evolut ion was 
encountered . The cathodic po tential range of  the silver amalgam 
screen OTE did not al low for the complete spec tropotentiost atic study 
o f  this redox couple .  Due to the requirement that  equil ibrium be 
attained at more negative po tent ials than that for the evolution of 
hydrogen gas at the Ag amalgam OTE ( corresponding to a potential where 
Yb( I II ) is completely reduced ) ,  no measurement of the formal reduc tion 
potential via spectroelec trochemistry was performed . 
The absorption spec tra of  Yb ( I II ) and Yb ( I I )  as a func tion of 
time during the po tential- step electrolysis of Yb( I II)  are shown in 
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Figure 16 . Abs orbance vs time curve for the po tential- s tep 
e lec trolys is  of Yb( II I )  usinS:a s ilver amalgam screen OTE . 
Ag( Hg)-OTE : 0 . 62 mm path length , wave length cons tant : 353 nm , 
potential-step : -0 . 7 6  V t o  -1 . 5 6  V .  
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Figure 17 . The charac ter is t ic Yb ( I I )  absorption peak , at about 353 
nm, was observed to increase with the time of  electrolysis . The other 
maj or peak in the Yb ( II )  absorption spec trum, at 240 nm , is not 
c lear l y  defined , in Figure 17 , due to the insuffic ient light output of 
the UV s ource lamp used with the rapid-scan spec trophotometer . 
Figures 16 and 17 are hand-drawn copies of the photographs taken of 
the CRT output of the rapid-scan spectrophotometer . 
Add itional experiments with more concentrated solutions o f  
Yb( II I )  i n  the stated medium were conducted using the Cary Mode l 14-H 
spectrophotometer . The initial  colorless solut ion o f  Yb ( III ) was 
reduced in a si lver amalgam screen OTE , and a lemon-ye l low color was 
observed in the cel l .  The spec trum of this solution veri fied the 
presenc e  of Yb( II ) . 
Spectroe lectrochemical investigations of the Sm( III ) /Sm( II)  redox 
couple in 1 M  KCl at pH 6 were not successful us ing any of the OTE ' s . 
The reduct ion potential for the redox coupl e  was beyond the cathodic 
l �itations of the electrodes .  No indication of the elec trochemical 
generation of divalent  samarium was noted visua l l y ,  and hydrogen 
evolution at the electrode prevented spectral analysis . 
2 . M ( IV) /M( III )  Redox Couples 
a .  Cerium. The only tetravalent lanthanide ion suffic iently 
s tab le  to exist  in aqueous solution is  cerium( IV) . The Ce( IV) /Ce ( III)  
redox couple  is  therefore amenable  to spec troelec trochemica l  study in 
this medium. The formal reduc tion potential of  the Ce( IV) /Ce ( III )  
redox coupl e  varies considerab ly in different mineral acid solutions 
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Figure 17 . Solution absorpt ion spec tra of  Yb ( II I )  and Yb( I I)  
func tion of time dur ing the po tent ial-s tep elec trolysis  of  Yb( I I I )  in 
KC l .  1 sec ( a ) , 15 s ec (b ) , 30 s ec ( c ) , 60 sec (d ) , 90 s ec ( e ) , 120 sec  
( f) ,  and 150  s ec ( g) · Ag (Hg )-OTE : 0 . 6 2 mm path length , potent ial-s tep : 
-0 . 7 6 to - 1 . 5 6 V. 
as a 
1 M 
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and is dependent upon the degree of complexation of  the cerium ions by 
the anions of the various ac ids . A complexing agent providing a more 
stab le Ce ( IV) complex than that of Ce ( III ) enab les the oxidat ion 
reaction to occur at a more favorable  ( less negative ) potential . 
Various complexing aqueous solutions were investigated us ing the 
Ce ( IV) /Ce ( III ) couple in an effort to find a medium in wh ich Ce ( IV )  
could be generated most  easily ,  such that other less stable  M( IV) 
oxidation states of the lanthanide and ac tinide elements might also be 
generated in this same medium. The solub ility of trivalent  cerium was 
investigated in concentrated aqueous solutions of cesium fluoride , 
phosphoric ac id , alka l i  metal oxalate s ,  and alka l i  metal carbonates .  
Although the M( IV) s tates o f  the ac tinide elements were reported to be 
solub le and quite stable  in concentrated fluoride med ia , 6 1 , 64 the 
trivalent states are quite insoluble , as was clear l y  demonstrated in 
experiments  with Ce ( II I )  salts . Solutions of  concentrated phosphoric 
acid dissolved Ce ( I II )  to a large extent , as did the alkali  metal 
carbonates . The alka li metal oxalates themselves bad limited 
solub i l i ty in water , and it was not possible to obtain a so lution of 
oxalate ion much greater than 1 or 2 M. 
Spectroelectrochemical experiments with Ce ( I II )  chloride 
dissolved in about 15 M phosphoric acid were performed to determine 
the formal reduc t ion potential of the Ce ( IV ) /Ce ( I II )  redox couple . 
The Ce ( III ) solution was placed in a RVC-OTE and a gold  screen OTE and 
increas ingl y  more positive potentials were app lied , unt i l  a change in 
the absorption spec trum indicated the appearance o f  Ce( IV ) . The 
absorption spectra of Ce( III)  and Ce( IV) are shown in Figure 18 . The 
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Figure 18 . Solut ion absorpt ion spectra o f  Ce ( II I )  in 1 M HC l04 and 
Ce ( IV )  in 1 M H2S04 . 
7 1  
Ce ( I I I )  s pec trum wa s  adapted from the work of  Carnal t84 and was 
obtained in 1 M HCl04. The Ce( IV) spec trum was recorded with the Cary 
Model 14-H spectrophotometer from an aqueous solution o f  eerie 
ammonium sul fate in 1 M H2S04. 
I t  was determined that concentrated phosphoric ac id provided a 
potential shi ft of only about 1 V from the reduc tion potential of  the 
Ce ( IV) / Ce ( I II )  redox couple  in perchloric ac id ( 1 . 7  V) . This is an 
insufficient shi ft in potential to al low for the generat ion of any 
other lanthanide M( IV) s tates . Aside from this re sult ,  both the RVC 
and gold screen OTE ' s  were damaged at high anodic potentials in H3P04 . 
Phosphoric ac id studies were discontinued . 
Rather surpr ising results  were obtained from the firs t  solub i l i ty 
experiments wi th Ce ( III)  chloride in 5 . 5  M K2C03 . The colorless sal t  
was dissolved in the carbonate solution b y  vigorous shaking o f  the 
container , fol l owed by mild heating . The Ce ( III ) sal t appeared to 
change , while s t i l l  in the solid form, from a clear sand-l ike material 
to a more opaque solid , fo l lowed by complete dissolution . This new 
sol id material was probab l y  cerium hydroxide ,  or hydrated oxide , wh ich 
then dis solved . The pH of  pure 5 . 5  M K2C03 was measured at a glass 
e lectrode to be about 12 . 5 . The most  interesting resul t of these 
disso lution experiments was that , upon standing for a few minutes , 
fresh l y  prepared , colorless solutions of  Ce ( I I I )  in the carbonate 
solution became tinted yel l ow at the solution surface .  The spectrum 
confirmed the presence of Ce( IV) , which must  have been the resul t  of  
72 
oxidation by atmospheric oxygen . This suggested a subs tantial shift  
in the value of  the formal reduc tion potential in concentrated 
carbonate solution . 
The use of  vol tammetry in concentrated carbonate med ia was 
severely limited by the poor vol tammograms ob tained with both the Pt 
and RVC electrodes . It was not poss ib le to observe reproduc ible 
current-vol tage curves at tributed to the cerium couple .  This was in 
part due to the limited anodic potential range of these electrode s .  
The oxygen evolution wave occurred a t  a low anodic po tential (+ 1 . 0  V 
for Pt and +0 . 7 for RVC) because of the high hydroxide ion 
concentration in the solutions . Only  an est imate of the value of  
' 
E0 (-0. 1 3 V) was derived from the vol tammogram. 
The spectropotentiostatic method was appl ied to the cerium redox 
system in 5 . 5  M potassium carbonate to determine the formal reduct ion 
potential of  the couple . An RVC-OTE ( 100 ppi , 1 mm path length) was 
used for this experiment . The absorption spectra of Ce ( IV )  and 
Ce ( III ) at various values of appl ied potential in 5 . 5  M K2C03 are 
shown in Figure 19 . Spectrum A was recorded at a potential where 
cerium was completely in the reduced form. As more positive 
potent ials were applied ( B  through D) absorption due to the oxidized 
form wa s  obs erved to increase . At the potential at wh ich spec trum 
E was recorded , cerium was completely in the oxidized form. The 
potential range selec ted for this experiment was based on the 
Eo ' value obtat' ned f h 1 '  1 rom t e eye 1c vo tammogram s .  
Th e  data from the spectropotentiostatic experiment are col lected 
in Tab le VII .  The absorbance values , recorded at 304 nm ,  are values 
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Figure 19 . Solut ion absorpt ion spec tra of  Ce ( IV)  and Ce ( I II) at 
various va lues of  appl ied po tential in 5 . 5  � K2C03 . -0 . 2 6 V (A) , 0 .002 V 
( B) , 0 . 04 V ( C) ,  0 . 06  V ( D ) , 0 . 44 V (E ) .  RVC-OTE : 100 ppi , 1 mm pa th 
length , [ Ce ( I I I ) J = 1 .0 x lo-3 M .  
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TABLE VII 
DATA FOR SPECTROPOTENTIOSTATIC DETERMINATION OF THERMODYNAMIC 
PARAMETERS FOR THE Ce ( IV) /Ce ( I II )  REDOX COUPLE 
Potential 
( volts vs SCE ) 
- 1 . 00 
-0. 28 
-0. 24 
-0. 20 
-0. 18 
0 . 20 
- 1 . 00 
-0. 24 
-0. 20 
-0. 16 
-0. 12 
0 . 20 
Absorbance 
A2 
( 0 . 0 528 )=Al 
0 . 0750 
0 . 16 90 
0 . 4500 
0 . 67 18 
( l .0574 )=A3 
(0 . 006 l)=A1 
0 . 17 80 
0 . 4702 
0 . 8450 
1 . 0450 
( 1 . 1000 )=A3 
Data 
0 . 0222 
0 . 1 162 
0 . 397 2 
0 . 6 190 
Data 
0 . 17 20 
0. 4640 
0. 8390 
1 . 0390 
Set A 
0. 9824 0. 0226 - 1 . 6459 
0 . 8884 0. 1308 -0 . 8834 
0 . 6074 0. 6539 -0 . 1845 
0. 3856 1 . 6053 0. 2056 
Set B 
0 . 9220 0. 18 66 -0 . 7292 
0 . 630 1  0 . 7365 -0 . 13 28 
0 . 2550 3 . 2900 0 . 5172 
0. 0610 17 . 032 1 . 23 13 
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from two separate experiments . The Nernstian plot derived from these 
data in Tab le VII is  shown in Figure 20 .  The s lope yie lded an n-value 
o f  0 . 95 ,  corresponding to a one-elec tron exchange . 
It was found8 7  that the formal reduc tion potential  of the 
Ce ( IV) / Ce ( I II )  redox couple  was 0 . 05 1 � 0. 005 V in 5 . 5  M po tassium 
carbonate solution . This is a signi ficant shi ft from the value of 1 . 7  
V reported in noncomplexing , perchl oric ac id solution . 69 Assuming a 
s imilar potential  difference for other M( IV) /M( III ) redox couples of 
the lanthanide elements , only praseodymium and terb ium would have 
EO ' values in the range to provide stabil ity for the M( IV) spec ies in 
concentrated carbonate solution ( see Figure 2 ,  page 25 ) .  
b .  Praseodymium. Trival ent praseodymium, as the chloride or 
hydroxide  compound , was dissolved in 5 . 5  M po tassium carbonate . The 
spectrum of the resul t ing l ight green solution is shown in Figure 2 1 .  
This spectrum is typical o f  the trivalent lanthanides , consist ing of 
sharp f-f transitions of  low molar absorptivity. The Pr ( II I )  
carbonate solut ion was placed in an electrolysis  ce l l .  Increasing ly 
more positive po tentials were appl ied to a Pt- screen anode until  a 
change was noted visua l l y ,  or spectrally ,  as a result  of trans ferring 
the sol ution to a quartz cuvet and recording the absorption spec trum. 
At first  the resul ts  of the elec trolysis experiments  were not 
reproduc ible . It was then determined that the solution pH was 
c ritical . It was first discovered by working with the terbium sys tem 
( see be low) tha t  pH 14 ( 1  M hydroxide ion)  was necessary for bulk 
s tabil ity of the M( IV) species .  Thus after proper adj ustment of the 
on- ion concentration and at a potential of  1 .4 V ( at a plat inum 
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in 5 . 5  
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screen anode ) ,  Pr ( I II )  was oxidized to Pr( IV) . The resul t ing ye llow 
solution of Pr ( IV)  exhibited the spectrum shown in Figure 2 1 .  The 
Pr( IV) spectrum is characterized by a broad-band ab sorption ( f-d or 
charge- trans fer) with a maximum at 283 nm. The molar absorpt ivity of 
this maximum was es timated to be greater than 1000 . This was 
determined by corre lat ing , in various partially oxid ized solut ions , a 
measured decrease in absorbance of a Pr ( II I )  absorption peak of known 
molar absorptivity wi th the measured increase in absorbance of the 283 
nm peak of Pr ( IV) . 
Spectroelec trochemical  experiments were performed us ing the 
rapid- scan spectropho tometer to further investigate the Pr ( IV) /Pr ( III)  
redox coupl e in carbonate solution us ing the RVC and Pt  sc reen OTE ' s .  
The resul ts  of po tential-step electrolysis and simultaneous recording 
o f  compl ete spec tra , as a func tion of time , veri fied the previous 
result s .  It was also determined that carbonate solutions of Pr ( IV) 
were susceptible  to photolytic reduc tion by the source lamp of the 
rapid-scan spectrophotometer . 
c .  Terbium. Tr iva lent terbium,  as the chloride or hydroxide 
compound was disso lved in 5 . 5  M K2C03 . The colorless so lution which 
resulted exhibited the spectrum shown in Figure 22 . This  so lution was 
placed in an electrolysis cell and increasingly more pos itive potentials 
were appl ied to a plat inum sc reen anode unti l  a change was noted . At a 
potential of 1 . 3  V a golden-brown color appeared at the surface of the 
Pt screen. This color diss ipated into the bulk of the solution . It 
was found that th is co lor would remain throughout the bulk of the 
solut ion if the OH- ion concentrat ion were adj usted to about 1 M. The 
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result ing red-brown Tb ( IV) solution exhibited the spectrum shown in 
Figure 22 . It is characterized by a broad-band transition with a 
maximum at 365 nm and with a mol ar absorptivity greater than 1000 . 
The molar absorptivity was estimated by the same method as that 
described for Pr ( IV) . The colors of solutions of Pr( III ) , Pr ( IV) , 
Tb( I II ) , and Tb ( IV) in 5 . 5  M K2C03 are displayed in Figure 23 . 
Spectroelectrochemical experiments at the RVC-OTE were not 
reproduc ible for reasons other than pH. RVC was not inert  at 
potentials  higher than about 1 V in concentrated carbonate media . RVC 
was apparently oxidized to produce a yel low coloration of  the solution . 
This color gave a featureless spec trum starting at about 400 nm and 
extended as a shoulder into the UV spectral region . Pt electrodes 
were therefore used for al l sub sequent elec trochemis try in concentrated 
carbonate media When anodic potentials exceeding 1 V were required . 
Both Pr( IV) and Tb( IV) were electrochemically  generated in 5 M 
Cs 2C03 and 2 M Na2C03 a t  pH 14 . The spec tra recorded in these 
solutions were identical to those in potassium carbonate sol ution . 
Pr ( IV) and Tb( IV) were also both chemical ly generated in potass ium 
carbonate by ozone oxidation . The solutions were adj us ted to the 
proper pH prior to bubbling of the ozone through the solutions for 
three hours .  The resul tant spectra were the same as those recorded 
after elec trochemical oxidation . A l iterature val ue reported for the 
ozone redox couple  in basic media is about 1 . 24 v. 88 This is the 
approximate potential Wh ich was applied to the anode to obtain these 
M ( IV)  s tates . 
Chemical oxidation of  trivalent praseodymium8 9  and terbium90 in 
aqueous solutions of potassium phosphotungstate has been previously  
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Figure 2 3 . S o lutions of Pr (III) (A) , P r (IV) (B) , Tb (III)  (C) , and 
Tb (IV) (D) in 5 . 5  � K2 C03 . 
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reported . Propst9 1  reported the preparation of  a so lid Tb ( IV) 
compound by elec tro lytic deposition . However , the electrochemical 
generation of solub le Pr ( IV) and Tb( IV) s pecies in aqueous media has 
not , to the knowledge of this author , been previous ly reported . 
A sol id compound was prepared by the electrochemical  oxidation of  
a Tb ( II I )  carbonate solution at  an RVC electrode . The red-brown , 
powder-l ike solid exhibited the solid-state re flectance spectrum shown 
in Figure 24. For comparison , the reflectance spec tra of  so lid 
Tb( I I I )  carbonate and Tb7012 are al so displayed in Figure 24 . The 
arrow in this figure indicates the maximum absorbance of  the 
Tb( IV)-carbonate solution spectrum. The data suggest that  this 
red-brown so lid cons is ts  of Tb in an oxidation state greater than 
M( III ) .  
X-ray diffract ion patterns of  the red-brown sol id were made but 
the result s  were no t particularly conc lusive due to the noncrys talline 
nature of the sol id . The X-ray data do suggest , however , that the 
solid is probab ly a mixed-valence state compound consisting of both 
Tb ( I I I )  and Tb ( IV ) . 
Thermograv ime tric-mass spectra analysis (TGA-MS) indicated at 
leas t two carbonate ions were as soc iated with a terbium atom . 92 
Two "water" peaks at different temperatures in the TGA-MS data 
indicated wa ters of hydrat ion in an outer sphere configuration and an 
inner sphere moiety , probably hydroxide ions . S imilar data were found 
for clos e ly related compounds by Sastry � �. 93 
The so lid compound seems to be a mixed-valence compound of Tb( III)  
and Tb ( IV) with carbonate and hydroxide ions as part  of  the struc ture . 
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Figure 24 . Sol id- s tate re flec tance spectra of Tb2 C C03) 3 (A) , 
unknown s o l id (B ) , and Tb7012 ( C) . Arrow ind icates absorpt ion 
maximum of Tb ( IV) in carbonate so lu tion. 
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The significance of the preparation of such a compound by electro­
chemical oxidation is that perhaps compounds of the ac tinides may be 
prepared in a similar manner . 
1 . Uranium 
B .  Ac tinide Elements 
The chemistry of uranium in aqueous solut ion is wel l  known . The 
relative l y  low-level radioactivity of  naturally occurring uranium-2 38 
and the variety of oxidation states exhibited by this element ( see 
Table IV , page 17 ) make it an excel lent substitute for the heavier , 
more radioactive ac tinides in prelim inary electrochemical and 
spectroscopic studies . 
a .  U (VI ) /U (V ) /U ( IV )  redox couples . The known oxidation states 
of  uranium are we l l  charac terized , with the except ion of  U(V ) . The 
U(V) species uo2+ is uns table in aqueous solution and tends to 
d isproportionate . It is also easi l y  oxidized to the very stable U (VI ) 
species , uo22+ . 66 It was expec ted that spec troelec trochemical 
techniques could be used to generate electrochemically  and identify 
spectral ly the U (V)  oxidation state before it could disproportionate . 
The redox couples involving U (VI ) , U(V ) , and U ( IV) were studied 
by the reduc tion of  the yel low uo22+ ion in 1 M KC l at various pH 
values . KCl was se lected for the extended potential range of 
e lectrodes in this so lvent . 
Vol tammograms of  the uo22+ solution were recorded at an HMDE and 
platinum microelectrode , at various pH values , in 1 M  KCl .  These 
85 
vol tammograms are shown in Figure 25 .  Voltammogram A was recorded at 
an HMDE at pH 0 and displays an irreversible reac tion curve . A peak 
was observed for the reduc t ion of U(VI ) to U(V) , 94 but no peak was 
noted during the anodic scan . This same solution was studied at a 
platinum wire electrode (vol tammogram B) to determine if an oxidation 
wave occurred at po tentials more positive than those attainable at an 
a�DE. The reduc tion wave was less pronounced , because of  the hydrogen 
wave at platinum at pH 0, but st ill  no oxidation wave was noted . At 
pH 0 the U02+ s pecies is unstab l e ; 66 immediate ly after it forms by the 
reduc tion of uo22+ , it disproportionate& be fore it can be oxidized at 
the elec trode surface . It should be mentioned that  voltammograms A 
and B in Figure 25 are the third scans of  mul tiple scans . That is , 
due to the 11catalytic current wave11 of the U (VI ) reduc tion 
(disproportionation and regeneration of  the reac tant ) ,  it  was 
necessary to take several scans be fore reproduc ibi l ity was attained . 
The first sc ans had very large current values , unre lated to the 
concentration of uranium. Vol tammogram C in Figure 25 is of the 
uo22+ solut ion at pH 3 at a platinum elec trode . An oxidation wave was 
noted in this case , indicating a certain stability of  the 
U02+ s pec ies at pH 3. This is in agreement with li terature data 
which indicate that U (V )  is somewhat stable  at pH values between 2 and 
4 in aqueous media . 94 
Solution absorption spec tra of U(VI ) , U(V) , U( IV) , and U ( III)  are 
shown in Figure 26 .  These spec tra are adapted from literature 
sources95 , 96 and are indis t inguishable  from those spec tra recorded in 
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this work .  The spectra of the U (VI ) , U(V) , and U ( IV) ions were 
obtained from so lut ions in which the uranium species was generated by 
chemical reac tions rather than by electrochemical  react ions . The 
U(VI)  (ye l low) solution spectrum was recorded , and then the pH of  the 
solution adj usted to 0.  Zinc amalgam was placed in the solution , a 
green color appeared , and the resultant U(IV) spectrum was ob tained . 
In order to record the spectrum of colorless U (V ) , it  was necessary to 
adj ust the U (VI ) solution to pH 3 and add Eu( I I )  [which was prepared 
by zinc amalgam reduc t ion of Eu( III ) } .  The reduc tant Eu( I I )  solution 
was also adj us ted to pH 3 prior to mixing with the U(VI ) . 
Attempts were made to record the Raman spectrum of U(V)  as the 
U02+ ion in 1 M KCl .  A spectrum of the U(VI)  species was obtained , 
but no signal attributed to U(V)  was observed . It was determined that 
the beam of the argon- ion laser was heating the solution and increasing 
the speed of the disproportionation reaction . 
noted in the bottom of the Raman sample tube . 
A dark green sol id was 
This  was U( IV) oxide 
which resul t s  from the disproportionation at pH 3. 
Spec troelectrochemical investigat ion of  the U(VI) /U(V)/U(IV) 
redox couples was performed at pH 0 and pH 3. The U(VI )-KCl so lution 
was adj usted to pH 0 and placed in the RVC-OTE ( 100 ppi , 1 mm) in the 
beam of the Cary Model 14-H spectrophotometer . A potential-step was 
appl ied which was much greater than the cathodic peak potential in the 
U(VI)  solution vol tammogram.  This was from 0 . 24 V t o  -0 . 80 v .  
Complete absorption spec tra were recorded as  a funct ion of  time during 
the po tentia l-step electrolysis and are displayed in Figure 2 7 .  
Spectrum A i s  due to the starting material UOz2+ . As the elec trolysis 
proceeded ( s pectra B and C) , the ye l low color disappeared and a green 
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Figure 27 . So lution absorpt ion spec tra of  U ( VI )  and U ( IV )  as a 
func� ion of  time dur ing po tential-step elec tro lysis o f  U (VI ) . In itial 
spec trum (A) , 10  min (B) , 30 min (C) , and 50 min ( D ) . RVC-OTE : 100 
ppi , l mm path length , po tentia l-step : 0 . 24 V to - 0 . 8  V ,  spec tra 
o ff-set  for c lar ity .  
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color was observed , wi th the concomitant appearance of spec tral peaks 
attributed to U ( IV) . Spec trum D is the result of complete reduc tion 
to the produc t U ( IV) . The absorbance of  the U(VI ) and U ( IV )  peaks 
accounted for 100% of the uranium present as calculated by Beer ' s  law 
and thus no measurab le U(V)  was formed . 
The RVC-OTE was fi l led with a so lution of U(VI)  in 1 M KCl/DC l  at 
pH ( pD )  3. A po tential of -0. 26 V was appl ied to the ce l l  and the 
spectrum of U(V)  shown in Figure 28 ,  was recorded before interference 
caused by the formation of so lid U ( IV) oxide occurred . It was 
necessary to use a re lativel y  high concentration ( greater than 0 . 1 M) 
of U (VI ) in the star ting so lution due to the short path length of  the 
OTE and the low molar absorptivity of uo2+ • 
b .  U ( IV) /U( III)  redox coup�. This couple  was studied in 1 M 
KCl ,  at var ious pH value s ,  by reduc tion of U( IV) s tock so lutions . 
U (III )  is unstable in aqueous so lution and is eas ily oxidized by water 
and air . 45 
Cyc l ic vol tammograms of the U(IV) /U( III )  redox couple , recorded 
at an HMDE , are shown in Figure 29 .  Vo ltammogram A displays a 
revers ible wave from which an Eo '  value of -0 . 65 + 0 . 0 1  V was derived 
( pH 0) . This value is in good agreement with the value reported by 
Nugen t � a l . 69 of -0 . 631 v .  At pH 1 (voltammogram B) the cathodic 
peak po tential is more negative than that  of A and is a less revers ible 
wave . At pH 2 (voltammogram C) the redox couple is even less 
reversible , as indicated by the radical change in peak potential 
values  and the lower current value s .  The cathodic peak current does 
not equal  the anodic  peak current in C ,  also indicating a less  than 
reversible elec trode reac tion . 
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Figure 28 .  Solution absorpt ion spec tra of U (VI )  and U(V)  in an 
RVC-OTE . U (VI ) initial solution (A) and e lec trogenera ted U(V)  (B ) . 
RVC-OTE : 100 ppi , 1 mm pa th length , 1 M  KC L/020 at pH ( pD) 3 , adj us ted 
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Solut ion absorption spectra of  U( IV) and U (III )  were ob tained by 
record ing the spectrum of  the U( IV) stock so lution in a 1-cm quartz 
cuvet followed by reduc t ion wi th zinc analgam in a deoxygenated 
solution to obtain U ( I II ) . The initial green co lor of U( IV )  gave way 
to a much darker green or nearly black solution , wh ich yielded the 
charac teristic U ( III )  spectrum. 
Spectroelec trochemis try of  the U ( IV) /U ( III)  redox couple in 1 M 
KCl at pH 0 was performed in a silver amalgam sc reen OTE and a porous 
nicke l  metal  amalgam foam OTE. These elec trodes were used because of  
the requirement to  at tain a substantial ly cathodic potential in molar 
acid solution. These elec trodes combine the characteristics of 
mercury wi th the optically transparent quality of  the subs trate metal 
materia l s . Absorption spec tra of U( IV) and U (III )  as a funct ion of  
time during po tential- step electrolysis in the si lver amalgam sc reen 
OTE are shown in Figure 30 .  Spectrum A is that  of U( IV) on ly. As the 
electrol ysis proceeded , absorption peaks due to U ( I I I )  were observed 
to appear (spec trum B) . Spec trum C is exc lus ively  that  of U( III)  
indicating complete reduc t ion in the OTE. The po tential-step was from 
no potential appl ied to - 1  V � SCE.  It was not possib le to de termine 
' 
the Eo value of this couple by spec tropotentios tatic methods due to 
the interference from hydrogen gas evolution at the potential 
corresponding to complete reduc tion at equilibrium conditions . 
2 . Neptunium 
Neptunium-237  has sufficient radioac tivity associated with 
quantities greater than a few mil ligrams to require that al l 
manipulations be performed in containment gloved box fac ilitie s .  The 
94 
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F igure 3 0 .  So lut ion absorption spec tra of  U ( IV) and U( I I I )  as  a 
func tion of time dur ing the po ten tial- s tep electrolysis of  U( IV) . 
0 min (A) , 10 min ( B) , 20 min (C) . Si lver ama lgam sc reen OTE : 0 . 6 2 mm 
path length , po tential-s tep : 0 . 24 V to  -0 . 76 v [ U ( IV ) ] = 1 .0 x to- 2 M 
in 1 M KC l at pH 0. 
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variety of oxidation states accessible within a narrow po tential range 
in aqueous solution and the charac teristic absorpt ion spec trum 
associated with each oxidation state make neptunium an exce llent 
candidate for spec troe lectrochemical studies . In addit ion , the 
heptavalent oxidation state is access ible in complexing aqueous 
solutions . 
a .  Np(VI ) /Np(V)  redox couple .  The stab le Np(V)  spec ie s ,  Npo2+ '  
can be oxidized to reasonabl y  stable Np(VI ) ,  Np022+ ,  in aqueous 
solution . This redox couple was inves tigated in 1 M HCl04 , a 
noncompl exing medium. 
Vol tammograms of the Np(VI) /Np(V )  couple in 1 M HCl04 were 
recorded at platinum wire and RVC microelectrodes .  A representative 
voltammogram is shown in Figure 3 1 .  The Eo '  value obtained from this  
vol tammogram was 1 . 1 1  � 0. 0 1  V ,  in good agreement with the literature 
value of 1 . 13 7  v. 69 
Solution absorption spec tra of  emerald green Np( V )  and red-purple 
Np( VI ) in 1 M HCl 04 are shown in Figure 32 . These spectra were 
adapted from literature spectra ; 97 , 98 spec tra ob tained in this  work 
were identica l .  The spec tra of Np(VI)  and Np( V)  were obtained from 
the corresponding stock solut ions in 0 . 5-cm quartz cuvets  containing 1 
ml of solution . 
Spectropotentiostatic de terminations of Eo ' and n for the 
Np(VI ) /Np(V) redox couple in 1 M HCl04 were performed us ing an RVC-OTE . 
Current vs time curves were recorded simul taneous l y  wi th absorbance � 
time curves during the potential- step electrolysis  of Np(VI) .  After 
attainment of equilibrium, complete spec tra were recorded at various 
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Figure 3 1 .  Cyc lic vol tammogram of  Np( V )  in 1 M HCl04 . Pt 
e lec trode , sweep  ra te : 100 mV/ s , [ Np (V ) ] = 3 . 3 x 10=2 M. 
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Figure 3 2 .  Solut ion absorpt ion spec tra o f  Np ( V )  and Np(VI)  in 1 M 
HCl04 and Np(VI I )  in 1 M LiOH. 
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values of appl ied potential . These spectra are shown in Figure 33 . 
Spectrum A is that of the initial  Np( VI)  solution with its main 
absorbance peak at about 12 10 nm. As reduc tion proceeded , Np( V )  
absorpt ion peaks (main absorbance peak at 980 nm) appeared as shown in 
spectra B through E. Fo llowing complete reduc tion the product was 
exclusively  Np( V ) , as determined from spectrum F .  The data derived 
from the peak at 980 nm for the spec tropotentios tatic determinations 
I 
o f  E0 and n are co ll ec ted in Table VII I .  
The Nernstian plot for the Np(VI) /Np(V) redox coupl e  in 1 M 
HCl04 is shown in Figure 34. 
I 
The E0 value was determined to be 1 . 140 
� 0. 005 V (n = 0 . 93)  in excellent agreement with the 1 . 13 7  V value 
from the literature . 69 This resul t veri fies the usefulness  of the 
spectropotentios tatic method with the RVC-OTE in a gloved box 
experiment . 
The stock solut ion of  ye llow-green Np(VI ) in 2 M Na2C03 was 
reduced at a pl atinum sc reen large surface elec trode to Np( V )  at -0. 2 
V. The solution absorpt ion spec tra of  the starting solution and of 
the produc t Np( V) were recorded . The spectrum of green Np(V) in 2 M 
Na2C03 is shown in Figure 3 5 .  The completely different appearance of 
the spectrum of Np(V)  in 2 M Na2C03 as compared to tha t  in 1 M 
HCl04 ( see Figure 3 2 )  indicates strong complexation of  the Np( V)  by 
the carbonate ion . 
b .  Np(VI I ) /Np(VI ) redox couple . Neptunium has been reported to 
be stable in the heptavalent state in carbonate solution . 99 The 
Np(VII ) /Np(VI ) redox couple was studied in 2 M Na2C03 by elec trolys is 
o f  the Np(VI ) s tock solution . 
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Figure 3 3 . Solut ion absorpt ion spec tra o f  Np (VI ) and Np( V )  at 
various va lues of appl ied po tential in 1 M HC l04. 1 . 34 V (A) , 1 . 18 V 
( B ) , 1 . 16 V ( C) , 1 . 14 V (D ) , 1 . 12 V (E ) ,  and 1 . 04 V ( F) , RVC-OTE : 100 
ppi , 1 mm path length , [ Np(VI ) ] = 2 . 0  x lo-2 M .  
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TABLE VIII 
DATA FOR SPECTROPOTENTIOSTATIC DETERMINATION OF THERMODYNAMIC 
PARAMETERS FOR THE Np( VI) /Np(V)  REDOX COUPLE 
Potential  Absorbance 
( volts  .!.! SCE )  A2 A2-Al A3-A2 A2-A1/A3-A2 log (A2-A1/A3-A2 ) 
1 . 10 (0 . 0060 )=A1 
1 .00 0. 0280 0. 0220 1 . 5 220 0 . 0 14 5  -1 . 839 
0 . 98 0. 0575 0 . 0 5 15 1 .492 5 0 . 0345 -1 . 462 
0 . 96 0 . 1 160 0. 1100 1 . 4340 0. 0767 1 -1 . 11 5  
0 . 94 0. 2420 0 . 2360 1 . 3080 0. 1804 -0 . 7438 
0 . 92 0. 4650 0 .4590 1 . 0850 0 . 4230 -0 . 3737 
0 . 90 0. 770 1 0. 7641 0. 7 799 0. 9797 -0. 08907 
0 . 88 1 . 0883 1 . 0823 0 . 4617 2 . 344 0 . 3700 
0 . 86 1. 2852 1 . 2792 0. 2 648 4. 83 1 0 . 6840 
0 . 84 1 . 4280 1 . 4220 0 . 12 20 1 1 . 66 1 . 0667 
0 . 82 1 . 4941 1 .4881 0 . 0559 26 . 6  1 . 425 
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F igure 34. Nerns tian plot for the Np(VI ) /Np( V )  redox couple  in 
1 M HC l04 . 
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Voltammograms of Np(VI ) in 2 M Na2C03 at  pH 13 were recorded at 
a pl atinum wire microelec trode . A representative voltammogram is 
shown in Figure 3 6 .  The vol tammogram indicates a reversib le reac tion 
for the Np( VII ) /Np(V I )  redox couple . Successive potential sweeps were 
reproduc ible , and an Eo ' value was determined from the vol tammogram to 
be 0 . 46 + 0. 0 1  V .  
Bulk solution elec trol ysis at 0. 80 V o f  the yel low-green Np(VI )  
specie s  in 2 M Na2C03 a t  pH 13 resul ts  in the formation of a dark 
green solut ion of Np( VI I ) . The solut ion absorption spec tra of Np(VI ) 
and Np( VII )  in th is medium are shown in Figure 37 .  The Np( VI ) 
spectrum exhibits  no features other than an UV cut-off at about 400 nm .  
The Np(VII )  spec trum is nearly identical to that in 1 M LiOH ( see 
Figure 3 2 , page 9 7 ) .  
The Raman spec tra of the Np(VI)  and electrogenerated Np(VII)  
species in carbonate so lution were recorded in an effort to fur ther 
charac terize these ions . The 5 14 . 5  nm line of the argon ion laser was 
used at 100 mW output for Raman excitat ion . The Raman spec tra of 
Np(VI ) and Np( VII )  in 2 M Na2C03 are shown in Figure 38 .  The observed 
vibrat ion frequencies of the Np(VI ) and Np(VII ) ions in this medium 
are in close agreement with those reported by Basile � a 1 . 1 00 , 10 1  
which suggests that the structure of the Np(VII ) species is at leas t 
very similar to that which it exhibits in mol ar hydroxide solutions , 
where it is in the linear Npo23+ form.  The fac t that  the same number 
of oxygen atoms surround the Np(VI) and Np( VII)  ions in this medium is 
also evidenced by the similar ity of their absorption spec tra and the 
reversibility of the Np( VI I ) /Np( VI)  redox couple . 
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Figure 36 .  Cyc l ic vol tammogram of  Np (VI)  in 2 M Na2C03 a t  pH 13 . 
P t  e lec trode , sweep rate : 50  mV/ s ,  [ Np(VI ) ] = 10-3 M.  
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Figure 3 7 .  So lut ion absorp tion spectra o f  Np(VI )  (A) and Np(VII)  
( B)  in  2 M Na2C03 a t  pH 13 . 
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Figure 3 8 .  Raman s�ec tra of  Np( VI )  and Np( V I I )  in  2 M Na2C03 a t  
p H  13 .  Npo23+ (A) , Np02 + , ( B) ,  Cl04- ( C) , complexed co32- ( D ) , and 
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3 . Americium 
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The oxidation states of americ ium are reasonably stab le in aqueous 
media , with the exception of Am( IV) , wh ich tends to disproportionate . 
It is possible to stabi lize Am( IV) in strong ly complexing aqueous 
solut ions . Previous work , presented ear lier in this report , 
concerning the stabiliza tion of Pr ( IV) and Tb ( IV)  in concentrated 
carbonate so lut ion suggested the possibility of generat ing and 
s tabi lizing Am( IV) in the same medium. 87  
The study of Am( IV) in  concentrated fluoride so lutions is  also of 
interest  because of the stability provided by fluor ide ion compl exation6 1  
and the possib i l ity of ataining higher oxidation states in this medium 
by e lectrochemical  means . 
a .  Am( IV ) /Am( III )  redox couple . The oxidation o f  Am( III)  was 
s tudied in 2 M ( NH4) 2COJ , 2 M Na2C03 , 5 . 5  M K2C03 , and 5 M Cs 2C03 . 
The pH of  these solutions was adj us ted to various values , wi th the 
exception of the ammonium carbonate solut ion , wh ich is se l f-buffered at 
pH 9 . 5 . 
Cyc lic voltammograms of  the Am( IV) /Am( III )  redox couple were 
recorded in 2 M Na2C03 and 5 . 5  M K2C03 at various pH values . Cyc lic 
vol tammograms recorded in the sodium carbonate solution are shown in 
Figure 39 .  Vol tammogram A was recorded at pH 12 . 5  in 2 M Na2C03 ; the 
oxidation wave is partially obscured by the oxygen gas discharge wave . 
There is no evidence for a corresponding reduc tion wave , so the 
e lec trochemical  reac tion is irreversible under these conditions . In 
an attempt to separate the two oxidation waves ,  the pH of  the 
carbonate so lut ion was lowered by bubbl ing C02 gas through it . This 
generated a mixture of carbonate-bicarbonate spec ies in the so lut ion . 
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Figure 39 .  Cyc lic vol tammograms of  Am( III )  in 2 M Na2C03 at 
var ious pH value s .  pH 12 . 5  (A) , pH 10 . 2  (B) , and pH 9 . 7  (C) , Pt 
e lectrode , sweep rate : 50 mV/ s ,  [ Am( I II) ] = 1 .0 x lo-3 M. 
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The vol tammogram (B  in Figure 39 )  recorded at pH 10 . 2  fo llowing the 
C02 t reatment exhibited the Am oxidation wave more clearly because of 
the shi ft of the oxygen discharge wave to a more anodic potential . In 
addition , a reduc tion wave was also visible . Following a second 
C02 t reatment ,  yie lding a so lution of pH 9. 7 ,  the vol tammogram ( C  in 
Figure 39 )  indicated that the Am( IV) /Am( I I I )  redox couple  became more 
revers ibl e .  The l imit of th is experimental approach was reached at pH 
8 where Am precipitated as Am( OH)J •  A formal reduc tion potential for 
the Am( IV) /Am( III ) redox couple was estimated from the reversible  
cyc lic voltammogram to  be 0 . 92 � 0.01  v .  Assuming the same shift  in 
potential for the Am( IV) /Am( III )  couple as was observed for the 
Ce ( IV) / Ce ( III ) redox couple in th is medium, a standard reduc tion 
potential ( E 0 )  for the Am couple  was est imated to be 2 . 6 2  + 0 . 0 1  v .  
Cyc lic vol tammograms o f  the Am( III)  spec ies in 5 . 5  M K2C03 ( pH 
12 . 7 ) were not very useful because the oxygen gas discharge wave 
obscured the Am( I I I )  oxidation wave . The K2C03 solution was ad j us ted 
to pH 14 in an effort to reproduce the conditions under which Pr( IV)  
and Tb ( IV) were generated . Since cyc lic voltammetry was no t useful at 
this high pH, bulk solution electrol ysis fo l lowed by spectrophotometry 
was performed at constant potential in a Te flon spectroelec trochemical 
cel l holder . The convent ional three elec trode system wa s used without 
separate compartments for the counter and re ference electrodes .  This 
was necessary because of the limited quantity of Am wh ich was 
avai lable for the first experiment s .  A plat inum sc reen was us ed as 
the working anode . RVC was used for some experiments where the 
potential at which RVC is destroyed was not approached . [ RVC can be 
1 10 
oxidized at po tentials in excess of 1 V in strong carbonate solutions 
resul t ing in a ye l low discoloration of the solution . ]  
Solut ion absorption spectra were recorded prior to and after bulk 
e lectrolysis . The solution absorption spectra of  Am( I II , IV , V ,  and 
VI)  are shown in Figure 40.  These spectra were adapted from the work 
of Schul zl02 and were taken in 1 M HCl 04 , with the exception of  Am( IV ) 
which was in 10 M H3P04 . The solution absorption spectrum of Am( III )  
in 5 . 5  M K2C03 , prior to electrolysis , i s  shown in Figure 41 .  A 
potential was appl ied to the ce l l  and was increased to more positive 
value s  until  a change was noted visua l l y  or in the recorded spec trum. 
At 0. 94 V the initially  pink-tan so lution of Am( I II )  became 
golden-brown and exhibited the spec trum shown in Figure 4 1 .  Since 
oxygen gas was generated simul taneous ly  at the platinum working anode , 
the oxidation of  Am( I I I )  was slow ;  only partia l  oxidation to Am( IV ) is 
indicated by the spec trum in Figure 4 1 .  
A value for the formal reduc tion po tential o f  the Am( IV) /Am( III)  
redox couple wa s  approximated from the potentia l  (0 . 94 V)  at which 
Am( IV) was first observed . Assuming the shi ft in po tential  provided 
by carbonate ion complexation to be 1 . 7  V, a value for E0  of the 
Am( IV) /Am( III ) couple of 2 . 65 + 0 .05  V was calculated . l03 This  value 
agrees we l l  wi th that derived from the resul ts of cyc l ic vol tammetry 
discussed above and with the 2 . 62 + 0 .05 V value reported by Morss  and 
Fuger . l04 
Bulk solution electrolysis of  Am( I II )  in 2 M Na2C03 was per formed 
using larger volumes of so lution and separate (Vycor frits)  cel l  
compartments for the reference and counter elec trode s .  A po tential 
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of  1 V was appl ied to the cel l ,  corresponding to a potential jus t 
beyond the anodic peak po tential observed in the cyc lic  vol tammogram . 
Stirring was provided by bubb ling N2 gas through the solut ion . Within 
a few minutes , the pink-tan so lution turned golden yellow and then 
dark orange-brown . The spec tra of the initial Am( III ) solution and the 
Am( IV) oxidation produc t in 2 M Na2C03 are shown in Figure 42 . The 
absorption peak of Am( IV) at about 360 nm was determined to have a 
molar absorptivity near 2200 . This value was based on a determination 
o f  the Am concentration by alpha counting techniques .  
Am( III ) was also oxidized at 1 .0 V at  a P t  screen anode in 2 M 
CNH4 ) 2co3 and in 5 M Cs 2C03 with the same result s  as described above . 
A di fference was noted , however , in the solub i lity of  the Am chl oride 
and hydroxide solids in the various carbonate solutions . The 
solub i lity was good and dissolution was rapid in the 5 . 5  M K2C03 and 
in the 5 M Cs2C03 . The solub i l ity was reduced in 2 M Na2C03 and 2 M 
CNH4) 2C03 . It is evident that the so lubility of the Am compounds is a 
function of the pH of  the carbonate solution . 
The Am( IV) /Am( I II )  redox couple was also studied in concentrated 
f luoride solut ion . So lid AmF4 and Cs 3AmF7 ( 2 to 3 mg) , prepared under 
anhydrous conditions , were dissolved in concentrated HF saturated wi th 
Cs F ( about 12 M  HF and 15 M CsF) . The sol id s  dissolved readily  at room 
temperatur e .  The resul tant solution was placed in a plastic cuve t ,  and 
the absorption spectrum was recorded . The spectrum, shown in Figure 
43 , exhibited absorbances due on ly to Am( IV) and was nearly identical 
to that of Am( IV) in the sol id state (as AmF4) lOS and in 13 M NH4F 
solution . l06 Wi th time , the Am( IV) solution was reduced to Am( III ) by 
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radiolysis produc ts . Am( III ) was ,  for the most  part ,  insolub le in 
HF-CsF solution ; however , a suf ficient quantity was solub le to exhibit 
the charac teris tic Am( III)  absorption peak at 500 nm .  The spectrum 
of  th is mixture of Am( IV) and reduc tion produc t Am( III)  in HF-CsF  is 
shown in Figure 43 . 
Voltammetric study  of the Am( IV) spec ies in HF-Cs F so lution was 
not useful  bec ause of the large background currents  at the RVC and Pt 
working electrodes .  Therefore , bulk solution electrolysis was 
performed in an effort to oxidize the Am( IV) spec ies to higher 
oxidation states . E l ectrolysis experiments were conduc ted from 3 0 min 
to 1 hr from 0 . 95 to 2 . 34 V at RVC and Pt elec trodes .  The absorption 
spectra recorded after electrolysis show a signi ficant decrease in the 
Am( IV) present and an increase in the absorption peak of Am( III)  at 
500 nm; in addition , more sol id AmF3 was formed than that  present at 
the start of electrolysis  which indicated a reduc tion rather than an 
oxidation. At the potential appl ied Am( IV) was reduced to Am( III ) . 
Therefore , the E 0 1 for the Am( IV) /Am( III)  redox couple in this  medium 
1s probabl y  more positive than the anodic potential  limit of RVC and 
Pt in HF-CsF so lution , i . e . ,  more positive than 2 . 34 V � NHE .  
Chemical oxidation of  Am( IV) in  HF-CsF  solution was performed 
with ozone and peroxydisul fate-si lver ( I )  oxide . The Am( IV) was 
oxid ized quantitatively ,  but the initial so l id AmF3 present in the 
solution was unaffec ted . The oxidation of Am( IV) to Am(VI)  has been 
reported in 13 M NH4F , lOS in which the spectrum of Am(VI) was 
obtained . No spectrum attributable to Am(VI ) was observed in the 
present work ; however , additional solid may have been formed , 
reflecting a reduc ed solub i l ity of Am(VI ) in HF-Cs F solut ion as 
compared to that in 13 M NH4F .  
1 17 
b .  Am(V) /Am( IV ) /Am(III)  redox couples.  As previousl y  stated , 
Am( III)  is oxidized to so lub le Am( IV) at a po tential of 0 . 94 V in 5 . 5  
M K2C03 . Increasing the potential applied to 1 . 10 V resulted in the 
formation of a dark tan prec ipitate . A por tion of this precipitate 
was collec ted and dissolved in 1 M HCl04. The spectrum of the 
resultant so lution was that of Am(V ) , identical to the spec trum shown 
in Figure 40 , page 1 1 1 .  A portion of the dark tan solid  was 
col lec ted , rinsed with alcohol , dried in air , and placed in a 
c apil lary tube for X-ray powder diffraction and microscope 
s pec trophotometric analyses . The compound was identi fied as a 
potass ium Am02+ doub le-carbonate sa lt [ KJAm02 ( C03 ) 2 or 
K5Am02 ( C03) 3 depending on the pH of the carbonate solut ion and the 
time of standing of the prec ipitate in contact with the so lution] . 
Similar results  were obtained in 5 M Cs 2C03 at  potentials  exceeding 
1 . 10 V except that the so lid was a ces ium Amo2+ doub le-carbonate sal t .  
No solid formation was de tec ted when the oxidation was performed in 2 
M Na2C03 solution . At potentials higher than 1 . 10 V the Am( V)  was 
generated as a solub le spec ies in 2 M Na2C03 . No characteristic Am(V) 
s pectrum was observed in the Na2C03 solut ion . However ,  upon addition 
o f  KOH to a mixture of Am( IV) and Am(V) in carbonate so lution , the 
orange-brown color , due to Am( IV) , disappeared , and a colorless 
solution resul ted . The spec trum of th is color less solution is shown 
in Figure 44 , spec trum A.  The solution was acidified with HN03 and 
spec trum B in Figure 44 was recorded . Both spectra are probabl y  
those of  Am(V ) . The shifts  in the absorbance peaks of Am(V )  in the 
carbonate so lution compared to those in the ac id med ium can be 
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Figure 44. Solution absorption spectra of  Am(V)  in 2 M 
Na2COJ-KOH (A) and in 1 M  HN03 ( B) .  
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attributed to strong complexation by carbonate and/or hydroxide ions . 
Although the solut ion yielding spectrum B was more di lute in Am(V ) , 
the peaks are more intense due to the higher mol ar absorptivity of 
Am(V)  in ac id solution . 
It is not clear if Am(V)  was produc ed by direct oxidation of 
Am( III ) or by the oxidation of stable Am( IV) in carbonate media . The 
potential at Which Am(V) was generated was wel l  beyond the useful range 
o f  the RVC or Pt electrode . Therefore , no vol tammetric measurements 
could be made to aid in the eluc idation of  the redox reac tion 
mechanism. It is obvious , however , that  Am(V)  produc tion in carbonate 
media was not the resul t of the disproportionation of Am( IV) , since no 
Am(V)  was produced at potentials less than 1 .0 V .  
c .  Am(VI ) /Am(V) /Am( IV ) /Am( III)  redox couples . In an effort to 
fur ther characterize the oxidation produc ts of americium in carbonate 
solutions , and in particular to substantiate the identity of  the 
s tab le  Am( IV) s pec ies , chemical oxidations of  the Am( I I I )  solutions 
were performed . Am( I I I )  solutions in 2 M Na2C03 were oxid ized to 
Am(VI ) by sodium peroxydisul fate-si lver ( I )  oxide , as described 
elsewhere . l05 The resul ting red-brown solution closel y  resemb led (by 
eye ) the coloration of the Am( IV) solution which was electrochemical l y  
generated . The spec trum o f  the Am(VI)  solution was recorded and 
compared direct l y  to that of Am( IV) in the same medium. The spectra 
exhibi ted only insigni fic ant differences in the position and slope of 
the UV cut-off shoulders .  
1 20 
A stock solution of  Am( I I I )  in 2 M Na2C03 was divided in hal f .  
One hal f  was oxidized elec trochemical ly at 0 . 98 V for 2 t o  3 hours to 
generate Am( IV) . The other ha l f  was oxidized by peroxydisul fate­
s ilver ( I )  oxide to Am(V I )  and the two solut ions , equal  in Am 
concentration , were compared . The Am(VI ) solution was darker than the 
Am( IV) solution , and there was a subtle  difference in the shades of  
the red-orange to  red-brown solutions . The spec tra of  these two 
solutions were quite similar except for the low-intens ity ab sorption 
peak of Am(VI ) at about 1000 nm .  
S ince spec tral evidence was not particularly  concl us ive in 
d istinguishing between Am( IV) and Am( VI )  in carbonate solut ions , other 
chemical methods were uti l ized . The two previous l y  mentioned 
solutions with equal concentrations of Am( IV) and Am(VI)  were both 
acidified with HN03 , and their absorption spec tra recorded . The 
solution containing Am(VI ) in Na2C03 yie lded onl y  the spec trum of 
Am( VI )  in acid medium ( see Figure 40 , page 11 1 ) . Upon ac idi fication 
o f  the Am( IV) species in Na2C03 medium , no spec trum of ac idic Am( IV ) 
was evident , but equal  quantities of  Am( III)  and Am(V)  were observed . 
These species resul t from the disproportionation of  Am( IV) . 
Additional charac terization of  Am( IV) in carbonate solution 
included spectrophotometric and potentiometric titrations wi th 
K4Fe ( CN)6 in 2 M Na2C03 . The [Fe ( CN) 6 ]
3-/ [Fe ( CN) 6 ] 4- redox couple  was 
determined l07 to be reversible in 2 M Na2C03 and have an E01  value of 
0 . 50 + 0 . 01 v .  Stock solut ions o f  Am( IV) in 2 M Na2C03 a t  pH 9 . 7  were 
prepared by bulk solution elec trolysis at a constant  potential of  
12 1 
0 . 95 v. The electrolysis was continued until the current was cons tant . 
Aliquo ts  of these solutions were removed and diluted for alpha 
count ing anal ys i s .  A known volume of  the Am( IV)  s tock solution was 
placed in a quartz cuvet , and an initial spec trum was recorded .  The 
spectra  of Am( IV) and Am( III)  as a func tion of titrant added are 
d ispl ayed in Figure 45 .  Spectrum A is exclus ivel y  that of Am( IV) . As 
t itrant was added ( s pec tra B through E) , additional Am( III)  was 
produced until  al l of the Am( IV) was reduced to Am( III)  ( spectrum F) . 
The data obtained from the spec trophotometric titrat ion are listed in 
Tab le IX. The absorbance of the 508 nm peak of Am( I II )  was us ed and a 
d ilution factor was accounted for during the titration . A plot  of the 
Am( III)  absorbance vs volume of titrant added is given in Figure 46 .  
It was found from the data obtained in the spectrophotometric 
t it rat ion that 0 . 88 equivalent of Fe ( CN) 64- was required to reduce one 
equiva lent of the higher-oxidat ion- state Am spec ies to Am( III ) . 
Although this de termination yie lded a value less than the one 
equivalent required to reduc e Am( IV) to Am( III ) , it  does support a 
one-electron reduc tion rather than the two- or three-e lectron 
reduc tion required for Am(V)  and Am(VI ) , respectivel y.  The resu l t s  of 
the spec trophotome tric titrat ion were checked and veri fied by alpha 
counting the samples again and submitting the ferrocyanide solution to 
ORNL Analytical Chemistry Divis ion for quantitat ive ana lysis . 
Potentiome tric ti trat ions of  the Am( IV)-Na2COJ solut ion were 
a lso performed to obtain additional veri fication of  the ident ity of 
the higher oxidation state of americium.  The resul t s  of two separate 
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F igure 45. S o lut ion absorp tion spectra o f  Am( IV) and Am( III) as 
a func tion of ti trant added dur ing a spectropho tome t r ic titration of 
Am( IV ) wi th ferrocyanide solut ion. 0 lJL (A) , 50 ll L (B) , 100 ll L ( C) ,  
150 JJL (D) , 17 5 pL ( E ) , and 200 J.l L ( F) . 
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TABLE IX 
DATA FROM THE SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC TITRATION OF Am( IV) WITH 
FERROCYANIDE SOLUTIONa 
Volume of titrant  Am( III)  Dilut ion Am( I I I )  absorbance 
( uL )  absorbance factor ( corrected) 
0 0 . 0075 1 . 000 0 . 0075 
50 0 . 0280 1 . 100 0 . 0308 
100 0 . 0825 1 . 200 0 . 0990 
150 0 . 1250 1 . 300 0 . 16 25 
175 0 . 1575 1 . 350 0. 2 130 
200 0. 1600 1 . 400 0. 2240 
225 0 . 1600 1 . 450 0 . 2320 
2 50 0. 1540 1 . 500 o .  23 10 
2 75 0 . 1500 1 . 550 0 . 2325 
3 25 0 . 1470 1 . 650 0 . 2426 
aconcentration of  titrant : 5 . 34 x lo-3 M. Volume of  titrant 
required : 203 �L. Initial volume of Am :  500
-�L. Concentrat ion of Am :  
2 . 46 x 10-3 M ( from alpha counting) . Equivalents o f  titrant per 
equivalent of Am :  0. 88 .  
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experiments yielded 0 . 94 and 0 . 62  equivalents of  ferrocyanide to reduce 
one equiva lent of the Am to Am( III) . The data for one potent iometric 
t itrat ion are presented in Tab le X ,  and the titration curve is shown 
in Figure 4 7 .  Both ti tration experiments suggest  a one-electron 
react ion , indicating reduc tion of Am( IV) to Am( III ) . The reason why 
all  the determinations yie lded a lower number of equivalents than 
expected for a one-electron reduc tion is not immediately clear . No 
compl ications were indicated by the resul ts of the cyc l ic vol tammetry 
experiments wi thin the potential range of the electrodes  in this 
solution . The revers ibil ity of the voltammetric wave indicates that 
only the Am( IV) /Am( III)  redox couple is involved , s ince the higher 
oxidation states of Am involve the dioxo-cation species Amo2+ and 
Amo22+ . The exchange of oxygen is required in any redox couple 
involving Am( III)  and Am(V) or Am(VI ) , and these reactions are not 
reversible at an elec trode . 
The spec troscopic and electrochemical  resul ts  combined with those 
of the chemical tests  and the spectrophotometric and po tent iome tric 
t itrations support the evidence for a reversib le Am( IV) /Am( III)  redox 
coupl e in concentrated carbonate solution . The stable Am( IV) species 
may be oxidized electrochemical ly to Am(V) or to Am(VI ) . The 
exis tence of stable Am( IV) in concentrated carbonate so lution has not , 
to the knowledge of this author , been reported previous l y. 
4 . Curium 
Because of its lower spec i fic ac tivity and its current 
avai labil ity in mil ligram quant ities , curium-248 is the Cm isotope 
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TABLE X 
DATA FROM THE POTENTIOMETRIC TITRATION OF Am(IV)  WITH 
FERROCYANIDE SOLUTION8 
Volume of titrant Po tential Vo lume of  titrant Potential 
(ll L) (mV � SCE) (JJ L) (mV � SCE) 
0 69 1 700 3 1 1  
50 676 750 295 
100 668 800 285 
150 658 850 278 
200 650 900 273 
250 64 1 950 268 
300 633 1000 264 
350 624 1050 264 
400 6 15 1 100 26 1 
450 602 1150 258 
500 592 1200 255 
5 50 578 12 50 253 
600 548 1300 25 1  
650 356 
8Concentrat ion of ti trant : 5 . 34 x lo-3 M. Volume o f  titrant 
required : 650 �L. Initial  volume of Am :  1 500 �L. Concentration of 
Am: 2 . 46 x lo-3 M ( from alpha counting) . Equivalents of  ti trant per 
equivalent of Am: 0 . 94 .  
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best suited for elec trochemical and spectroscopic studies . Curium is 
known in two oxidation states , Cm( III)  and Cm( IV) , in aqueous solution 
as wel l  as in the so l id state . Al though Peretrukhin � �. 108 
reported the exis tence of Cm( VI) , based on resul ts of  beta-decay of  a 
short-lived isotope of Am as Am02+ , this work has no t been confirmed . 
Aqueous solutions of Cm( III)  are very stable . Solutions of  Cm( IV) , 
uns tab le in noncomplexing aqueous media , can be prepared in 
concentrated fluor ide solution by dissolution of CmF4 or Cs3CmF7 . No 
one has ye t succeeded in preparing Cm( IV)  in solut ion by direc t 
oxidation of  Cm( I II ) . 53 Based on an estimated standard reduc tion 
potential of the Cm( IV) /Cm( III)  redox couple , 69 it was expected that 
Cm( IV) could be prepared by oxidat ion of Cm( I I I )  in concentrated 
aqueous carbonate solution . 
Solut ion ab sorpt ion spec tra of Cm( III )  in 1 M HCl04 and Cm( IV) in 
15 M CsF at 10 . 5 °C ,  adapted from the literature , 53 are displayed in 
Figure 48 .  Mul timil l igram quantities  of  sol id yel low-green CmCl3 . nHzO 
were converted to light green Cm(OH) 3 and dissolved separatel y  in 5 . 5  
M K2C03 and 5 M Cs zC03 • Initial spectra were recorded prior to 
e lectrochemical oxidation . The solution spec trum of colorless Cm( III)  
in  5 . 5  M KzC03 is shown in Figure 49 .  The similarity of  the trivalent 
cur ium species in HCl04 to that in KzC03 is indicated by the similar ity 
in their so lution absorpt ion spec tra ; however , minor differences 
between the two spectra indicate a certain degree of complexation 
provided by the carbonate ions . 
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The On( I II )-K2COJ solution was placed in a quartz cuve t in a 
Teflon ce l l  ho lder . Cyc lic voltammetry at Pt and RVC working 
electrodes indicated no oxidation wave within the potential range of 
e ither of the elec trodes .  Bulk solution elec trolysi s  was then 
performed by placing RVC working , Pt counter , and SCE re ference 
e lectrodes direct l y  in contact with the so lution in the cuvet .  
Increasingly  more pos i t ive po tentials were appl ied to the ce l l  until  a 
change was noted visually  or by examinat ion of  the recorded so lution 
absorption spectra . At 1 . 1  V the initially color less so lution turned 
l ight ye l low. The solution absorption spec trum showed only 
charac teristic  Cm( I I I )  peaks with an addit ional broad-band absorp tion 
s tarting at about 400 nm and increas ing to an UV cut-off . The same 
exper iment was repeated us ing a pl atinum sc reen working elect rode . At 
potent ia l  values exceeding 2 . 0  V ,  no discolorat ion of the so lution was 
noted ; only oxygen gas was evolved from the anode . It  was la ter 
determined tha t  the RVC electrode material was being oxidized in th is 
carbonate medium and that  it was this oxidized electrode material 
which gave rise to the ye llow color of the so lution . 
Experiments performed with Om( III ) in both K2C03 and Cs 2C03 
indicate no evidence for oxidation o f  Om( III)  to higher oxidat ion 
s tates . An es timated E 0  of the Cm( IV) /Cm( I II )  redox coupl e  has been 
reported as 3. 1  V which is the same as the values reported for the 
M( IV) /M( III)  redox couples of both Pr and Tb ,  i . e . ,  3 . 2 and 3 . 1  V ,  
respec t ive ly.  The te travalent states o f  both Pr and Tb have been 
prepared succes s ful l y  in concentrated aqueous carbonate so lution , as 
reported previousl y  in this dissertat ion . It is not presently known 
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why the above-mentioned experiments did no t result in the oxidation 
o f  Cm( III ) to Cm( IV) , unless the E0 of the Cm( IV) /Cm( III ) redox couple 
is more positive than the estimated 3 . 1  v . 69 
CHAPTER IV 
S UMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A .  Optically Transparent Elec trodes 
Of the various types of opt ical ly transparent elec trodes ut i lized 
in this research proj ec t ,  the RVC and PMF OTE 1 s  were found to be 
superior to the screen type OTE 1 s for spec troelec trochemical  
investigation of  the lanthanides and ac tinides . [ This document 
constitutes the first report of the application of porous metal foam 
for use as an optically transparent electrode . 76 J The re lativel y  long 
path length () 1 mm) and large elec trode surface area combined with a 
relative ly small  electroac tive sample volume ( <  1 mL) provided by the 
RVC and PMF OTE ' s made these electrodes particularly we l l  suited to 
the study of the transplutonium elements , many of which are avai lab le 
only in limited quantities  and exhib it relatively low molar 
absorptivitie s .  
The RVC-OTE was found to exhibit an extensive potential range in 
aqueous solution of from 1 .4 to - 1 . 0  V at pH 6 .  This  po tential range 
could be exceeded for appl ications other than vol tammetry to the 
l imits where gross interference from evolution of hydrogen gas 
( cathodic ) or oxygen gas ( anodic ) occurred . The RVC-OTE was found to 
exhibit good optical transparency ( 52% T for 0 . 5  mm and 2 7% T for 1 . 0  
mm of 100 ppi RVC) throughout the UV-VIS-near IR spec tra l region . RVC 
was found to be inert  in most aqueous solvents stud ied . Only in 
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concentrated phosphoric ac id and concentrated carbonate solut ions , at 
potentials exceeding 1 V ,  was it noted that  RVC was des troyed by 
oxidation , imparting a yel lowish coloration to the solut ion . RVC 
seemed to be unaffec ted by contact with radioac tive act inide 
solutions . If  adsorption of the radioactive ac tinides on the RVC 
e lectrode occurred , it did no t affec t the resul ts of vol tammetric or 
spec troelec trochemical  experiments with these solutions . 
PMF is a three-dimensional network of metal strut s very similar 
in struc ture and appearance to RVC . The PMF-OTE has many of the 
advantages of the RVC-OTE inc lud ing good optical transparency and 
allowing for a reasonab ly long opt ical path length while maintaining a 
smal l  sample volume . The PMF-OTE also has a large elec trode sur face 
area wi thin a small  volume of the material ,  and since it is nickel  or 
copper , it has a much higher elec trical conduc tivity than does the RVC 
glassy carbon . Addit ionally , the effec tive potential range of PMF is 
only limited by the elec trode materia l which is plated on the foam 
substrate . Platinum was plated on nickel foam sub strate for anodic 
use , and mercury was deposi ted on the substrate for extended cathodic 
appl ications . The mercury coated PMF did not have the same cathodic 
range as pure mercury , but an intermediate range between that  of pure 
nickel and pure mercury (0 to - 1 . 6  V i f  used immed iately after 
elec trodeposi tion) . 
Another considerat ion in direct comparison between the RVC and 
PMF OIE ' s  is the cost . For example , an RVC-OTE was made with glass 
microscope sl ides ; the total cost was j ust  under one dol lar . A 
comparab le PMF-OTE was made us ing nickel foam ; the total cost  was 
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about ten dol lars . The expense of  plating a nob l e  metal on the PMF 
substrate should be added to the cost given above . 
B .  Lanthanide Elements  
1 . M (III ) /M ( I I )  Redox Couples 
The M( III) /M(II )  redox couples of  Eu , Yb ,  and Sm , the onl y  
lanthanide elements known t o  exist in the divalent state in aqueous 
solution , were invest igated by cyc l ic vol tammetry , solut ion ab sorption 
spec trophotome try , and spec troe lectrochemistry . The E0 1 val ues  
obtained from cyc l ic vol tammetry [ -0 . 34 � 0 . 01 V for Eu( II I ) /Eu( I I ) , 
-1 . 18 � 0 . 0 1 V for Yb ( II I ) /Yb( II) , and - 1 . 50 � 0 . 0 1  V for Sm( III ) / Sm( II ) ]  
were found to agree with literature values . 69 The spec tropotentio­
s tatic method for determinations of E0 1 and n was appl ied to the 
Eu( III ) /Eu ( I I )  redox couple us ing an RVC-OTE . The E0 1 value so 
determined [-0 . 39 1  � 0 . 005 V for n = 1 . 007 ] was s l ight ly higher than 
that derived from vol tammetry but st i l l  in agreement with reported 
values . 85 , 86 
The M( III) /M( I I )  redox couples of Yb and Sm were not amenable  to 
spec tropotentiostatic analysis because of the instability of their 
divalent ions and the limited cathodic range of the OTE ' s  in aqueous 
solution . Yb ( I I )  was elec trochemically  generated and spectral ly 
identi fied in a si lver amalgam sc reen OTE , but Sm( I I )  could not be 
prepared us ing any OTE but was generated by dissolution of Sm metal in 
dilute HCl . 
2 . M (IV ) /M( III ) Redox Couples 
Since Ce ( IV) was the only te travalent lanthanide ion found to be 
suf fic ientl y  stable to exist in aqueous solution prior to thi s  work, the 
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Ce ( IV) /Ce( III ) redox couple was used as a re ference couple to study the 
shi ft in reduc tion potential provided by various complexing aqueous 
solut ions . A complexing medium which could provide a substantially  
less positive shi ft in the reduc tion potential of the cerium couple 
may also be used to generate and stabilize other less stab le M( IV) 
states of  the lanthanides and ac tinides . 
I t  was found that in 15 M H3P04 the shi ft in the po tential for 
the cerium couple was insufficient to al low for generat ion of any 
other lanthanide M( IV) spec ies .  Difficul ty with the solub i lity of  
M( I I I )  ions of the lanthanides was experienced in concentrated CsF 
solution and the insolubil ity of alkali metal oxalates prevented 
preparation of complexing solutions in concentrations greater than 2 M. 
Ce ( III)  was found to be quite soluble in 5 . 5  M K2C03 and was 
oxidized to Ce ( IV)  by oxygen in the atmosphere . Since vol tammetric 
methods were not par ticularly use ful because of high background 
currents in concentrated carbonate solution , spec tropotentiometric 
determinations of E0 1 and n were appl ied to the Ce ( IV) /Ce ( III)  redox 
couple in order to quantify the shift in the reduc tion potential 
provided by carbonate ion complexation . The E0 1 value was found to be 
0 . 05 1  � 0 . 005 V ( n  = 0 . 95 )  reflec ting a sub stantial shi ft in the 
potential from the 1 . 7  V value repor ted in HCl04. 69 Assuming a 
s imilar shi ft in potential across the lanthanide serie s , it was 
expec ted that  both Pr ( IV) and Tb( IV) may al so be generated and 
stabil ized in this  same med ium. 
Pr( I I I )  and Tb ( II I )  sal ts were separate ly dissolved in 5 . 5  M 
K2C03 and elec trolyzed at Pt and RVC elec trodes .  The appearance of  
new spec tral bands and changes in the colors of the carbonate solutions 
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confirmed the generat ion of Pr( IV) and Tb( IV ) . These resul ts  were 
reproduced in 2 M Na2C03 and 5 M Cs 2C03 ; however , Pr( IV) and Tb( IV) 
could  not be stabilized in bulk solution in 2 M (NH4) 2C03 since pH 14 
was required ; (NH4) 2C03 is sel f-buffered at pH 9 .  Pr( IV)  and Tb( IV) 
were al so prepared by oxidat ion by ozone in 5 . 5  M K2C03 adj us ted to pH 
14 . 
Assignment of oxidation state IV to the oxidized Pr and Tb 
species was based on ( a) correlations of  the known M( IV) /M( III )  redox 
potentials in noncomplexing med ia69 with the significantly less 
positive formal reduc tion potential of the Ce ( IV ) /Ce ( III ) redox couple 
in concentrated carbonate solution and (b) prediction of  the 
approximate pos i t ion and intensity of the elec tron- transfer bands of 
these M( IV) species in chloride ion complexes . l09 
The electrochemical generat ion of  soluble  tetravalent species of  
Pr and Tb in aqueous solution has not ,  to the knowledge of  this  
author , been reported previously.  
A sol id compound prepared by  electrochemical oxid ation of 
carbonate solutions of Tb( III )  has been analyzed by TGA-MS ,  X-ray 
powder diffrac tion , and X-ray fluorescence and reflec tance 
spec troscopies and was shown to be a compound consisting of mixed 
Tb ( III )-Tb ( IV) oxidation state s .  The preparation o f  this so l id 
compound suggests  the possibil ity of generating similar compound s of 
the ac tinides , which may have important appl ications in the recovery 
and reprocessing of the transuranium elements . 
1 .  Uranium 
C .  Ac tinide Elements 
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Uranium redox couples were used as  subst itutes for the heavier , 
more radioac tive ac tinides in prel iminary experiments because of the 
well-known reduc tion potentials for uranium redox couples and the wel l­
charac terized absorpt ion spectra of their ions in solution . 
The U (VI ) /U (V ) /U ( IV) redox couples were studied in 1 M KCl at 
different pH values . Cyc lic vol tammetry and spec troelectrochemis try 
were employed to study the stabil ity of U(V ) in aqueous so lution . 
U(VI)  was reduced to U(V)  in a pH range between 2 and 4 .  Be low pH 2 
U(VI ) was reduced to unstab le U(V)  which disproportionated to U( IV) 
and U(VI ) ; the net effec t was reduc tion to U( IV) . U(V) was generated 
electrochemically  in KCl-020 at -0. 26 V whi le the absorption spec trum 
was recorded in an RVC-OTE . 
The U ( IV) /U ( III )  redox couple  was stud ied in 1 M KCl at 
d ifferent pH value s .  The couple was found to be reversible  in 
deoxygenated solvent at pH 0 wi th an E0 1 value of -0 . 65 � 0. 01 V ,  in 
good agreement with the reported -0 . 63 1 V value . 69 U( III ) was 
generated elec trochemic ally us ing si lver amalgam screen and porous 
nicke l amalgam foam OTE ' s and absorpt ion spec tra were recorded as a 
func tion of time . 
The simul taneous elec trochemical generation and spectral 
charac terization of U(V) and U ( III)  in optical ly transparent 
electrodes has demons trated the usefulness of spec troelec trochemical 
techniques in the study of less stable oxidation states of the 
actinide elements . 
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2 . Neptunium 
E lec trochemical and spec troscopic studie s  of  neptunium-237 as 
wel l  as heavier ac tinides were carried out in containment gloved box 
fac i litie s .  
The Np(VI ) /Np(V) redox couple was studied in 1 M HCl04 and 2 M 
Na2C03 . Cyc l ic vol tamrnetry of the Np (VI)-HC104 solution showed the 
Np(VI ) /Np(V) couple to be reversible with an E0 1 value of 1 . 1 1 + 0.01  
V as compared to the 1 . 137 V literature value . 69 The so lut ion 
absorption spectra were recorded during the spec tropotentios tatic 
determinations of E0 1 and n in an RVC-OTE . The values so derived [E 0 1 = 
1 . 140 + 0 . 005 V and n = 0 . 9 3 ]  were in excel lent agreement with 
reported values . A solution of Np(VI )  in 2 M Na2C03 was reduced to 
Np(V ) , and the spec trum of Np( V )  was recorded in this med ium. 
The Np(VII ) /Np(VI)  redox couple was inves t igated in 2 M Na2C03 
at pH 13 . Cyc l ic vol tammograms at a Pt elec trode showed a reversib le 
couple with an E 0 1 value of 0 . 46 + 0 . 01 V as compared to the reported 
0 . 582 V in 1 M OH- solution.45 , 53 Bu lk quantitie s  of  Np( VII ) were 
prepared by electrolysis of Np(VI)  in 2 M Na2C03 at pH 13 . Solution 
absorption and Raman 
resul tant dark green 
spectrum of Np( VII ) 
reported in 1 M LiOH 
s truc ture of  Np(VII ) 
spec tra of the initial Np(VI)  solut ion Md 
Np(VII ) solution were 
in carbonate med ia was 
solut ion 100 , 101  which 
is at least similar in 
recorded . The Raman 
quite similar to that  
suggests  that  the 
both solut ions . To 
ilie 
the 
knowledge of  this author , this constitutes the first  report of  the 
Raman spec trum of Np( VI I )  in carbonate solution . 
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The above-mentioned exper iments using neptunium-23 7 demonstrate 
the use fulness of spec troelectrochemis try at opt ical ly transparent 
e lectrodes in containment gloved box fac il ities and also suggest  the 
use of  laser Raman spec troscopy-spec troe lec trochemis try to study 
radioac tive actinide elements . 
3 . Americium 
Although Am( IV) is reported to be uns tab le wi th respec t to 
d is proportionation in mineral ac id so lut ions , it was expected that , 
l ike Pr( IV) and Tb ( IV) , it could be generated and stabil ized in 
concentrated aqueous carbonate solution . 
The oxidation of 243Am( III)  was studied in (NH4 )2C03 , Na2C03 , 
K2C03 , and Cs 2C03 . Cyc l ic voltammetry showed the reversibility o f  the 
Am( IV) /Am( I I I )  redox couple to be dependent on pH. A revers ible 
voltammogram at pH 9 . 7 in 2 M Na2C03 yie lded an E0 1 value of 0 . 92 + 
0 . 01 v .  This value was used to calculate a predic ted E0  value in 
noncomplexing media by assuming the same shi ft in the potential as 
that observed for the Ce ( IV ) /Ce ( I I I )  couple .  The value so derived was 
2 . 62 + 0 . 01  V in excel lent agreement with the work of Morss  and 
Fuger . l04 
Bulk solution elec trolysis  in Te flon spec troelec trochemical cel l  
holders [ specially  des igned for this work) us ing RVC and P t  sc reen 
OTE ' s allowed for complete elec trolysis  of Am( I I I )  to stable  Am( IV) . 
The solution absorption spec trum of Am( IV )  in carbonate solution is 
reported here for the first time . An approximate E0  value calculated 
from resul ts  of bulk so lution elec trolysis of Am( I I I )  to Am( IV) was 
reported to be 2 . 65 + 0 . 0 1  v . l03 [ This value was cited by Morss  and 
Fuger in their recent work. l04 ] 
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The assignment of oxidation state IV to the oxidized americ ium 
spec ies was based on (a )  corre lation of the known Am( IV) /Am( III )  redox 
potential in noncomplexing media69 , 102 , 104 with the measured sh ift  in 
the Ce( IV)/Ce ( III)  reduc t ion po tential in concentrated carbonate 
solution versus that  in noncomplexing med ia , ( b )  predic tion of the 
approximate pos i tion and intensity of the elec tron- transfer band of 
Am( IV) in chl oride ion complexe s , l09 ( c )  direc t spec tropho tometric 
comparison of Am( IV) with known Am(VI) carbonate solutions , (d )  
generation of  Am(V)  solutions and compounds at  potentials exceeding 
that for generation of Am( IV) , and (e)  spec trophotometric and 
potentiometric ti trations which showed a one-elec tron exchange upon 
reduc t ion of Am( IV) to Am( III ) . 
The condit ions under which Am( IV) was generated in thi s  work 
[0 . 92 V ,  pH 9- 14 ] correlate we l l  with a recently prepared potential vs 
pH d iagram for the predic ted oxidat ion state spec ies of  Am in aqueous 
solution ( see Figure 50 ) .  This diagram ,  which is based on reported 
l iterature data , and was prepared by Al lard , 1 10 predicts a stable Am( IV) 
species in a potent ial range between 0 . 4 and 0 . 75 V and a pH range between 
9 . 5  and 14 . 
This  dissertation research constitutes the first  report  of the 
generation and stabilization of Am( IV) in aqueous carbonate so lution 
inc luding its solution absorption spectrum and revers ib l e  cyc l ic 
vol tammograms and formal reduc tion potential of the Am( IV) /Am( III)  
redox couple . 103 
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4. Curium 
Based on an estimated standard reduc tion potential for the 
Cm( IV) /Cm( III ) redox couple of 3 . 1  v , 69 it was expec ted that  Om( IV) 
could be prepared by oxidation of  Om( III)  in concentrated aqueous 
carbonate media . The so lution absorption spec trum of Om( III)  in 5 . 5  M 
K2C03 was recorded prior to electrochemical  oxidat ion in a spec tro­
e lec trochemical ce l l  at RVC and Pt sc reen elec trodes . Increasing the 
electrode po tential to the anodic limit in this sol ution did not cause 
the oxidat ion of Om( III ) , since no new spec trum was observed . It was 
therefore determined that the estimated E0 value for the 
Cm( IV) /Cm( III )  redox couple is probab ly too low, based on the behavior 
of the Tb( IV) /Tb( III)  redox couple ; Tb ( IV) can be prepared in 
concentrated aqueous carbonate solution , and the Tb couple has the 
same E 0  value as that estimated for the Om couple .  
Additional experiments with Om( III)  in carbonate sol ution at 
d ifferent pH values and at below room temperature are needed to 
confirm the above-mentioned conc lusions . Due to the lack of  
additional quantities of purified curium-248 , it was not possib le to 
pursue this direc tion in the present work. 
D. Suggested Future Research 
The use of complexing aqueous solutions as a means to stabil ize 
less stable oxidation states should be fur ther exploited . It is 
expec ted , for example , that concentrated aqueous carbonate solution 
can provide stabil ity to Cf ( IV) and possibly  allow for the oxidation 
to Cf(V) . Concentrated fluoride solutions , known to stabil ize Cm( IV) , 
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may permit oxidation to Cm{V) . The alka l i  meta l oxalates and oxal ic 
acid should be stud ied as a complexing aqueous solution to find a way 
to increase the oxalate ion concentrat ion . 
The elec trochemical  and spec troscopic study of  less stab le 
oxidat ion states in aqueous so lution is , of  course , limited by the 
redox and spec tral proper ties of water . The use of nonaqueous organic 
and mol ten salt  solvent sys tems , wi th extended potential limits and 
spec tral transparencies , may provide a sub stantial advantage in the 
s tudy of less stable and unusual oxidation states of the lanthanide 
and ac tinide elements . Dimethylsul foxide (DMSO) , acetoni trile , and 
dimethyl formamide (DMF) are a few nonaqueous organic solvents  wh ich 
should be considered , since they are commonly used solvents for 
e lec trochemical  studie s .  
Some mol ten sa l t  sys tems o f  promise for the stab i lizat ion o f  
higher oxidat ion states o f  the lanthanides and act inides are CsOH-RbOH 
eutec tics , mol ten alkali  metal carbonates and low mel ting oxide 
eutec tics . 
I t  is the use of such nonaqueous solvent systems in conj unction 
with compatible spec troelectrochemical cel l s  and electrode materials 
in a gloved box environment that  should resul t in the charac terization 
o f  some new oxidat ion states like Cm(V) , Bk( I I ) , Cf (V ) ,  and Es ( IV) . 
It is antic ipated that the continued devel opment of improved cel l  
des igns and new elec trode materials wi l l  enhance the appl ications of 
spec troe lec trochemis try to the investigation of  the oxidation state 
behavior of the transuranium elements . 
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